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i
AbstractThe primary purpose of this research is the analysis of nonmonotone optimiza-tion algorithms to which standard convergence analysis techniques do not apply.We consider methods that are inherently nonmonotone, as well as nonmono-tonicity induced by data perturbations or inexact subproblem solution. One ofthe principal applications of our results is the analysis of gradient-type methodsthat process the data incrementally. The computational signi�cance of thesealgorithms is well documented in the neural networks literature. Such algo-rithms are known to be particularly well-suited for large data sets, as well asfor real-time applications. One of the most important methods of this type isthe classical online backpropagation (BP) algorithm for training arti�cial neuralnetworks. Neural networks constitute a large interdisciplinary area of researchwithin the broader area of machine learning that has found applications inmany branches of science and technology. However, much of the work in thearea has been based on heuristic concepts and trial-and-error experimentation.This research �lls some of the existing theoretical gaps. In particular, we obtainthe �rst deterministic convergence results for the BP algorithm and its various



iipractically important modi�cations.We also investigate error-stability properties of the generalized gradient pro-jection method. When specialized to neural network training, our general resultsallow us to establish stability of BP in the presence of noise, and give its precisecharacterization. We also outline applications to weight perturbation training.In a classical optimization setting, some new results are derived for a perturbedgeneralized gradient projection method applied to convex and weakly sharpproblems.Next we develop a general approach to convergence analysis of feasible de-scent methods in the presence of perturbations. The important novel feature ofour analysis is that perturbations need not tend to zero in the limit. In this case,standard convergence analysis techniques are not applicable, and we present anew approach. It is shown that a certain "-approximate solution can be ob-tained, where " depends on the level of perturbations linearly. Applications tothe gradient projection, proximal minimization and extragradient algorithmsare described.We also consider a practical generalization of the parallel variable distribu-tion algorithm of Ferris and Mangasarian. In particular, our generalization istwofold : we propose an asynchronous algorithm, and allow inexact subproblemsolution. We show that the generalized method retains all the attractive prop-erties of the original method and yet is more practical. We also derive somestronger convergence results for algorithms of this class.
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1
Chapter 1Convergence of IncrementalGradient-Type MethodsA general convergence theorem is proposed for a family of serial and parallelnonmonotone unconstrained minimization methods with perturbations [42]. Aprincipal application of the theorem is to establish convergence of incrementalgradient-type methods. Of special interest is online backpropagation (BP), theclassical algorithm for training arti�cial neural networks. Under certain naturalassumptions, such as divergence of the sum of the stepsizes and convergence ofthe sum of their squares, it is shown that every accumulation point of the BPiterates is a stationary point of the error function associated with the given setof training examples. The results presented cover serial and parallel BP, as wellas modi�ed BP with a momentum term.



21.1 Incremental Gradient Methods And Neu-ral Network TrainingWe consider the problem of minimizing a summation of a �nite number ofcontinuously di�erentiable functions over the n-dimensional real spaceminx2<n f(x) := KXj=1 fj(x); (1.1.1)where the integer parameterK is typically large. Note that problem (1.1.1) canbe viewed as an extension of the standard optimization problem which can beobtained by setting K = 1. Optimization problems of this form naturally arisein many practical applications. Least norm minimization is one such example.One of the basic iterative methods for solving (1.1.1) is the gradient methodgiven by xi+1 = xi � �irf(xi); i = 0; 1; : : : ;where �i is a positive stepsize. In the neural networks literature, this is oftenreferred to as batch iteration. In applications where K is large, a batch itera-tion may be very costly, and the standard gradient method is essentially costprohibitive. Naturally, in that case more sophisticated techniques, such as con-jugate gradient or quasi-Newton methods, are also inapplicable. Unfortunately,this often seems to be the case in machine learning. For many practical neu-ral network applications, standard optimization methods require storage andcomputational cost which can become unmanageable even for a moderate net-work size, provided the training set is large enough [59]. For problems of this



3kind, incremental methods are known to be more cost e�ective and oftenless likely to get stuck at poor local minima or stationary points of which thereare many [37]. Such methods do not wait to process the entire set of functionsfj(�); j = 1; : : : ;K before updating the current iterate. Every iteration of theincremental gradient method is a step in the direction of negative gradient ofa partial objective function. The method can be expressed in the followingcyclical form : xi+1 = xi � �irf1(xi);...xi+t = xi+t�1 � �i+t�1rft(xi+t�1);...xi+K+1 = xi+K � �i+KrfK(xi+K);set i := i+K + 1; repeat:In the neural networks literature, methods of this type are usually referred toas online BP and often erroneously stated to be descent methods, which theyare not. The computational signi�cance of these methods is well documented.They are known to be particularly well suited for large data sets (K is large).Another attractive feature of online approach is that it is incremental and canbe used in real time operation. These properties are of particular importance foroptimal control [1] and arti�cial intelligence [52] applications. A more detailedcomparison of the online and batch approaches to training neural networks isgiven below (see page 7).A neural network can be thought of as a network representation of a certain



4nonlinear map between an input space and an output space. A principal goal ofconstructing this map is to correctly discriminate between the elements of two�nite (typically disjoint) sets in the input space <m. In this setting, the outputspace is the binary set f0; 1g. A neural network consists of a set of weightedarcs and a set of nodes with thresholds (see Figure 1). A node takes as input� = w>� and produces its output by applying an activation function to thisweighted input. Motivated by the human neuron, in most theoretical modelsthe following step activation function is usedstep(� � �) = 8>>>><>>>>:0 if � � �;1 if � > �;where � is the threshold of the unit. Thus a unit is activated when its inputexceeds its threshold. The neural network depicted in Figure 1, has an inputvector �j 2 <m, one layer of h hidden units with threshold values �i 2 <,incoming arc weights wi 2 <m, outgoing arc weights vi 2 <, i = 1; : : : ; h, andan output unit with a threshold � 2 < and output y(�j) 2 f0; 1g.Thus, neural networks are parametrized by a set of weights and thresholds.The task of a training scheme for a neural network is to �nd a set of weights andthresholds that makes the network perform the desired mapping. This problemcan be formalized as follows [36].Neural Network Training ProblemGiven two �nite disjoint sets in <m, A0 and A1, determine a positive integer



5Output y(�j) 2 f0; 1g
Input �j 2 <mw1 w2 wh��1 �2 �hv1 v2 vh

Figure 1: A feedforward neural network with a single layer of h hidden unitsh, wi 2 <m, �i 2 <, vi 2 <, i = 1; : : : ; h, and � 2 <, such that the output y(�j)of the neural network satis�es y(�j) = 0 for �j 2 A0 and y(�j) = 1 for �j 2 A1,j = 1; : : : ;K.The fact that this problem is solvable if we employ a su�cient number ofhidden units (h is su�ciently large), essentially follows from the KolmogorovApproximation Theorem (see [22]). Note however, that choosing too large anh may lead to overtraining and memorizing the training set without the abilityto generalize to unseen data [24]. The choice of h is in general a rather di�culttask in itself, and it is beyond the scope of this work. From now on, we assumethat h is chosen and �xed for each particular problem.To apply optimization theory to the training of an arti�cial neural network,



6we think of the Neural Network Training Problem as minimization of the fol-lowing least squares error function :minx2X�<n f(x; �) := KXj=1 fj(w; �; v; �; �); (1.1.2)fj(w; �; v; �; �) :=  s hXi=1 s(�jwi � �i; �)vi � �; �!� tj!2 ; (1.1.3)whereh = �xed integer number of hidden unitsK = �xed integer number of given training samples �j in <mtj = 0 or 1 target value for y(�j); j = 1; : : : ;K� = real number, threshold of output unitvi = real numbers, weights of outgoing arcs from hidden units, i = 1; : : : ; h�i = real numbers, thresholds of hidden units, i = 1; : : : ; hwi = m-vector weights of incoming arcs to hidden units, i = 1; : : : ; h�j = given m-dimensional vector samples, j = 1; : : : ;Ks(�; �) = 11 + e��� ; � > 0.



7Here � is the smoothing parameter of the sigmoid approximation s(�; �) of thediscontinuous step function step(�) = 1 if � > 0, else 0. The set X is typicallyeither <n or a set of simple box-constraints.One of the most widely used methods for training neural networks is thebackpropagation algorithm (BP) [57]. Every iteration of online BP is a step inthe direction of negative gradient of a partial error function associated with asingle training example (e.g. fj(�; �) in (1.1.2)). In its simplest form, online BPcan be written as the following iterative process :xi+1 = xi � �irfm(i)(xi; �); i = 0; 1; : : : ;where �i is a positive stepsize (learning rate), and m(�) is a single-valued mapfrom the positive integers to the set f1; : : : ;Kg. For simplicity, we assumethat for every span of K iterations, the map m(�) generates each of the indices1; : : : ;K exactly once. For now, we also assume that the smoothing parameter� is �xed. It is clear that there is no guarantee that a step of BP will decreasethe full objective function f(�; �), which is the sum of the errors for all thetraining examples . A single iteration of BP may, in fact, increase rather thandecrease the objective function f(�; �) which we are trying to minimize. Thisdi�culty makes convergence analysis of BP a challenging problem that hascurrently attracted the interest of many researchers [42, 32, 70].To further justify our interest in the online (incremental) methods we makethe following observations [20] :



8(i) For many learning systems adaptation to on-line stream of training sam-ples is required. If all the training examples are not available before thetraining starts, the online procedure is essentially the only way to go.(ii) The online method is usually faster and more e�ective than batch meth-ods for large scale classi�cation problems, especially for data sets withredundant information. By redundancy we mean that contributions ofgradients of many of the partial error functions to the total gradient arevery similar. Therefore, waiting to compute all these contributions beforeupdating the weights could be a waste of time.(iii) The online procedure naturally introduces some randomness (noise) thatmay help the iterates escape from a stationary point or a \poor" localminimum.(iv) The online method allows for simpler (thus more reliable) hardware on-chip implementation.Of course, for some problems, the batch approach may be more e�ective. Thisis particularly true if application of conjugate gradient, quasi-Newton, or othermore sophisticated optimization techniques is feasible. The latter, however, isnot the case for real time on-chip implementations.We briey describe our notation now. The usual inner product of two vectorsx 2 <n, y 2 <n is denoted by hx; yi. The Euclidean 2-norm of x 2 <n is givenby kxk2 = hx; xi. For a real-valued matrix A of any dimension, A> denotes



9its transpose. For a di�erentiable function f : <n ! <, rf will denote the n-dimensional vector of partial derivatives with respect to x, and rlf will denotethe nl-dimensional vector of partial derivatives with respect to xl 2 <nl; nl � n.If a function f(�) is continuously di�erentiable on <n, we shall write f(�) 2C1(<n). If f(�) has Lipschitz continuous partial derivatives on <n with someconstant L > 0, that iskrf(y)�rf(x)k � Lky � xk 8 x; y 2 <n;we write f(�) 2 C1L(<n). <+ will denote the nonnegative real line, that is<+ := fx 2 < j x � 0g. For two nonnegative scalar functions s1 : <+ ! <+ ands2 : <+ ! <+, we say that s1 = O(s2) if there exists a positive constant c suchthat lim supt!1 s1(t)s2(t) = c. ByR-linear convergence and Q-linear convergence, wemean linear convergence in the root sense and in the quotient sense, respectively,as de�ned in [47].1.2 Convergence Of A Class Of NonmonotoneAlgorithmsWe start with a convergent nonmonotone algorithm theorem for the solution ofthe unconstrained minimization problemminx2<n f(x); (1.2.1)



10where f : <n ! < is a continuously di�erentiable function from the n-dimensionalreal space <n to the real numbers <. Our result is much in the spirit of [33],except for the key di�erence of nonmonotonicity. This generalization allows theproposed results to apply to a wider class of algorithms including backpropaga-tion. Theorem 1.2.1 below proved to be very useful and has since been used in[2, 26] for convergence analysis of other incremental algorithms.We �rst de�ne a forcing function.De�nition 1.2.1 A continuous function � : <+ ! <+ such that �(0) =0; �(t) > 0 for t > 0, and such that ti � 0 and f�(ti)g ! 0 imply that ftig ! 0,is said to be a forcing function.Some typical examples of forcing functions are ct; ct2 for some c > 0.We now state a classical lemma ([51],p.6) that will be used later, as well asanother lemma (a slight modi�cation of [51],p.44) used in the proof of Theorem1.2.1.Lemma 1.2.1 Let f(�) 2 C1L(<n) , thenjf(y)� f(x)� hrf(x); y � xij � L2 ky � xk2 8x; y 2 <n:Lemma 1.2.2 Let faig and f�ig be two sequences of real numbers such that�i � 0; P1i=0 �i < 1; and ai+1 � ai + �i for i = 0; 1; : : : . It follows that eitherthe sequence faig is unbounded below, or it converges.We are now ready to state and prove our �rst result. The �rst part of the



11proof is fairly standard, while some novel arguments are needed to establish thesecond assertion.Theorem 1.2.1 Let f(�) 2 C1(<n). Start with any x0 2 <n. Having xi stopif rf(xi) = 0, else compute xi+1 = xi + �idi according to a direction di andstepsize �i chosen as followsDirection di : � hrf(xi); dii � �(krf(xi)k)� �i; (1.2.2)where �i � 0 and �(�) is a forcing function .Stepsize �i :f(xi)� f(xi+1) � ��ihrf(xi); dii � �i; �i > 0; �i � 0: (1.2.3)Let the following conditions hold1Xi=0 �i =1; 1Xi=0 �i�i <1; 1Xi=0 �i <1: (1.2.4)Then either the sequence ff(xi)g is unbounded below, or it converges andinfi krf(xi)k = 0. If, in addition, f(�) 2 C1L(<n) and kdik � c; 8 i; c > 0,it follows that frf(xi)g ! 0, and for each accumulation point point �x of thesequence fxig , rf(�x) = 0.Proof. If rf(xi) = 0 for some i, then the algorithm terminates at a stationary



12point. Suppose now that it does not terminate.Combining (1.2.2) and (1.2.3) we havef(xi)� f(xi+1) � �i�(krf(xi)k)� �i�i � �i : (1.2.5)Hence f(xi+1) � f(xi) + �i�i + �i :By (1.2.4) and Lemma 1.2.2, either ff(xi)g ! �1, or ff(xi)g converges. Fromnow on we assume that the latter holds. Then for some �f 2 <, it follows thatf(xi) � �f for all i.Applying (1.2.5) to the �rst summation below we obtainf(x0)� �f � f(x0)� f(xi)= i�1Xj=0(f(xj)� f(xj+1))� i�1Xj=0 �j�(krf(xj)k)� i�1Xj=0(�j�j + �j)� inf0�j�i�1 �(krf(xj)k) i�1Xj=0 �j � i�1Xj=0�j�j � i�1Xj=0 �j : (1.2.6)By letting i!1 we obtainf(x0)� �f � infj�0 �(krf(xj)k) 1Xj=0 �j � 1Xj=0�j�j � 1Xj=0 �j : (1.2.7)Since the left-hand-side and the last two terms of the right-hand-side in (1.2.7)are �nite numbers, it follows from the divergence ofP1j=0 �j that infj �(krf(xj)k) =0. By De�nition 1.2.1 of the forcing function we immediately have thatinfi krf(xi)k = 0: (1.2.8)



13Now assume that f(�) 2 C1L(<n) and kdik � c; 8i; c > 0. Suppose the sequencefrf(xi)g does not converge to zero. Then there exists some � > 0 and someincreasing sequence of integers filg such that krf(xil)k � � for all l. On theother hand, (1.2.8) guarantees that for every l there exists some j > il such thatkrf(xj)k � �2. For each l let j(l) denote the least integer which satis�es theseconditions. By the triangle inequality, the fact that f(�) 2 C1L(<n) and (1.2.4),we have �2 � krf(xil)k � krf(xj(l))k� krf(xil)�rf(xj(l))k� Lkxil � xj(l)k� L j(l)�1Xt=il �tkdtk� Lc j(l)�1Xt=il �t :Hence j(l)�1Xt=il �t � �2Lc = �c > 0: (1.2.9)By making use of (1.2.5) and (1.2.9), we havef(xil)� f(xj(l)) � j(l)�1Xt=il �t�(krf(xt)k)� j(l)�1Xt=il (�t�t + �t)� �c infil�t�j(l)�1�(krf(xt)k)� 1Xt=il(�t�t + �t) :Since the sequence ff(xi)g converges and the last summation above converges



14to zero as l!1, it follows thatliml!1 infil�t�j(l)�1�(krf(xt)k) = 0: (1.2.10)However, by the choice of il and j(l), krf(xt)k � �2 ; 8t : il � t < j(l). Thiscontradicts (1.2.10) since �(�) is a forcing function. Hence the assumption thatrf(xi) does not converge to zero is invalid. Taking into account continuity ofthe gradient of f(�), we conclude that if �x is an accumulation point of fxig, thenrf(�x) = 0. The proof is complete.Remark 1.2.1 Assumptions (1.2.2), (1.2.3) and (1.2.4) can be combined intothe following simpler and more general condition, where �i replaces �i�i + �i :f(xi)� f(xi+1) � �i�(krf(xi)k)� �i ;1Xi=0 �i =1; 1Xi=0 �i <1:These new conditions also guarantee that the assertions of Theorem 1.2.1 hold.However, we have chosen to state Theorem 1.2.1 in a direction { stepsize formbecause it is easier to implement. See [33] for speci�c instances of directions diand stepsize �i choices without perturbation terms.We now show that Theorem 1.2.1 can be applied to the analysis of the per-turbed gradient-type methods. It is important to point out that the assump-tions (1.2.11) below of Corollary 1.2.1 of Lipschitz continuity and boundednessof rf(�) can be all satis�ed in the context of BP, the convergence of which is



15established in Section 1.3. In addition, the BP error function is guaranteed tobe bounded from below.Corollary 1.2.1 Letf(�) 2 C1L(<n); krf(x)k �M 8x 2 <n; for some M > 0: (1.2.11)Start with any x0 2 <n. Having xi, stop if rf(xi) = 0, else computexi+1 = xi + �idi; (1.2.12)where di = �rf(xi) + ei (1.2.13)for some ei 2 <n; �i 2 <; �i > 0 and such that1Xi=0 �i =1; 1Xi=0 �2i <1; 1Xi=0 �ikeik <1; keik �  8i;  > 0:(1.2.14)It follows that either ff(xi)g ! �1, or ff(xi)g converges, frf(xi)g ! 0 andfor each accumulation point �x of the sequence fxig; rf(�x) = 0.Proof. It su�ces to show that conditions (1.2.2){(1.2.4) of Theorem 1.2.1 aresatis�ed. We �rst note that, by (1.2.11), (1.2.13) and (1.2.14), kdik � M + for all i.



16By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, (1.2.11) and (1.2.12), we have with�(s) = s2, �hrf(xi); dii = krf(xi)k2 � hrf(xi); eii� �(krf(xi)k)� krf(xi)kkeik� �(krf(xi)k)�Mkeik: (1.2.15)By Lemma 1.2.1, (1.2.12) and (1.2.13), it followsf(xi)� f(xi+1) � �hrf(xi); xi+1 � xii � L2 kxi+1 � xik2= ��ihrf(xi); dii � L2 �2i kdik2� ��ihrf(xi); dii � L2 �2i (M + )2: (1.2.16)Relations (1.2.15), (1.2.16) and (1.2.14) establish the assumptions (1.2.2){(1.2.4)of Theorem 1.2.1 with �i =Mkeik; �i = L2 (M + )2�2i .The proof is complete.Remark 1.2.2 Under appropriate assumptions, other well known direction choices,such as conjugate and quasi-Newton directions [51] can also be perturbed simi-larly as in Corollary 1.2.1.Remark 1.2.3 Similar to [33], a parallel version of Theorem 1.2.1 can be es-tablished where portions of the gradient are distributed among the processors.However, having in mind the analysis of the BP algorithm, we shall insteadhere concentrate on parallel distribution of the additive objective function.



17We thus consider an extension of problem (1.2.2) to the case when the objectionfunction may be given by the sum of a �nite number of functions :minx2<n f(x) := KXj=1 fj(x) (1.2.17)Suppose that we have p parallel processors, p � 1. Let Jl be a partition off1; : : : ;Kg such that Jl � f1; : : : ;Kg; [pl=1Jl = f1; : : : ;Kg; ; Jl1 \ Jl2 = ; forl1 6= l2. Let Kl be the number of elements in Jl. We de�ne the function f l(�)associated with Jl as follows f l(x) := Xj2Jl fj(x) (1.2.18)With this de�nition we have f(x) = pXl=1 f l(x) (1.2.19)We are now ready to state and prove a parallel version of Corollary 1.2.1.Theorem 1.2.2 Let each fj(�); j = 1; : : : ;K; satisfy the assumptions (1.2.11)of Corollary 1.2.1. Start with any x0 2 <n. Having xi, stop if xi = xi�1. Elsecompute xi+1 as follows:(�) Parallelization : For each processor l 2 f1; : : : ; pg computeyi+1l = xi + �idil; (1.2.20)where dil = �rf l(xi) + eil; �i > 0: (1.2.21)



18(�) Synchronization : Let xi+1 = 1p pXl=1 yi+1l : (1.2.22)If for some  > 01Xi=0 �i =1; 1Xi=0 �2i <1; 1Xi=0 �ikeilk <1; keilk � ; 8 i; l = 1; : : : ; p(1.2.23)then all the conclusions of Corollary 1.2.1 hold.Proof. We shall establish assumptions (1.2.12){ (1.2.14) of Corollary 1.2.1.By (1.2.19) and (1.2.20){(1.2.22), we havexi+1 � xi = 1p pXl=1 yi+1l � xi= 1p pXl=1(xi + �idil)� xi= 1p pXl=1 �idil= �ip pXl=1(�rf l(xi) + eil)= �ip  �rf(xi) + pXl=1 eil!Now, in view of (1.2.23), Corollary 1.2.1 applies with ei = Ppl=1 eil , and theproof is complete.Remark 1.2.4 Theorem 1.2.2 can be easily generalized so that each processortakes an arbitrary but �nite number of steps before any synchronization is made.



19The changes needed to extend Theorem 1.2.2 to these asynchronous methods arestraightforward, and are thus omitted.Remark 1.2.5 The synchronization step in Theorem 1.2.2 can be modi�ed sothat other linear combination of yi+1l ; l = 1; : : : ; p with positive (equal) weightsis taken. However, this complicates the proof somewhat.1.3 Convergence Of The Backpropagation Al-gorithmWe now turn our attention to the classical BP algorithm for training feedforwardarti�cial neural networks with one layer of hidden units [57, 24]. The numberof hidden units is assumed to be �xed.Suppose we have K training examples and p processors with K � 1 andp � 1 (typically, K is much bigger than p). In a manner similar to thatof Section 1.2 we consider a partition of the set f1; : : : ;Kg into the subsetsJl; l = 1; : : : ; p, so that each example is assigned to at least one processor. Forempirical study of this kind of parallelization see [49, 14]. Note that if examplesare assigned to more than one processor, a di�erent (weighted) error functionmay be generated, which nevertheless measures the error of the same trainingproblem. The variables of the problem here are the weights associated with thearcs of the neural network and the thresholds of the hidden and output units.The objective is to minimize a certain error function (see Section 1.1) which we



20shall write as minx2<n f(x) := pXl=1 f l(x) = pXl=1 Xj2Jl fj(x):We note that this function is the sum of individual error functions each of whichis associated with a single training example. Each component fj(�) of the objec-tive function is a squared composition of the sigmoid and linear functions, andtherefore satis�es the assumptions (1.2.11) on any bounded set. In this sectionwe assume the smoothing parameter � to be �xed, and skip the dependence off(�) on � in our notation.Each iteration of the serial online BP algorithm consists of a step in thedirection of negative gradient of an error function associated with a single train-ing example. In the parallel BP each processor performs one (or more) cyclesof serial BP on its set of training examples. Then a synchronization step is per-formed that consists of averaging the iterates computed by all the p processors.Empirical evaluation of parallel BP and numerical tests can be found in [49, 14].Below we state a parallel BP algorithm with an added momentum termwhich consists of the di�erence between the current and previous iterates. Forsimplicity and in a similar manner to the method of conjugate gradients [51] wereset this term to zero periodically (see Algorithm 1.3.1). It has been observedthat introduction of momentum term usually leads to faster convergence andadds stability to problems with noisy data [24].We now summarize and describe our notation for stating and establishingconvergence of the parallel BP algorithm with a momentum term :



21i = 1; 2; : : : : Index number of major iterations of BP, each of which con-sists of going through the entire set of error functions f1(x); : : : ; fK(x). Thisis achieved serially or in parallel by p processors with processor l handling theerror function f l(x); l = 1; : : : ; p.j = 1; : : : ;Kl : Index of minor iterations performed by parallel processorl; l = 1; : : : ; p. Each minor iteration j consists of a step in the directionof negative gradient �rf lm(j)(zi;jl ) and a momentum step, where m(j) is anelement of the permuted set Jl. Note that in general, the map m(�) dependson the index i and processor l. For simplicity, we skip this dependence in ournotation. Recall that Kl is the number of elements in the set Jl.xi : Iterate in <n of major iteration i = 1; 2; : : : .zi;jl : Iterate in <n of minor iteration j = 1; : : : ;Kl, within major iterationi = 1; 2; : : : , computed by processor l = 1; : : : ; p.By �i we shall denote the learning rate (the coe�cient multiplying the gradi-ent), and by �i the momentum rate (the coe�cient multiplying the momentumterm). For simplicity we shall assume that the learning and momentum rates re-main �xed within each major iteration. Table 1 gives a owchart of the parallelBP algorithm.We are now ready to state and prove convergence of the parallel BP algo-rithm.Algorithm 1.3.1 Parallel BP with Momentum Term.Start with any x0 2 <n. Having xi, stop if rf(xi) = 0, else compute xi+1 as



22follows :(�) Parallelization : for each processor l 2 f1; : : : ; pg dozi;j+1l = zi;jl � �irf lm(j)(zi;jl ) + �i�zi;jl ; j = 1; : : : ;Kl; (1.3.1)where zi;1l = xi; 0 < �i < 1; 0 � �i < 1.�zi;jl = 8>><>>: 0 if j = 1zi;jl � zi;j�1l otherwise (1.3.2)(�) Synchronization : xi+1 = 1p pXl=1 zi;Kl+1l (1.3.3)We note that for p = 1, Algorithm 1.3.1 becomes the serial BP, while the choiceof �i = 0 reduces it to the simple BP. Note that since each parallel processorcan use the same program for its computations, load balancing can be easilyachieved. For the sake of simplicity, we consider the synchronization step ofaveraging the weights obtained by all the parallel processors. It is possible totake other (equally) weighted linear combinations.



23Major iteration i : xi������+ ? QQQQQQs: : : : : : : : : : : :f1(x) =P(K1)j2J1 fj(x)||||||||{zi;11 := xi f l(x) = P(Kl)j2Jl fj(x)||||||||{zi;1l := xi fp(x) = P(Kp)j2Jp fj(x)||||||||{zi;1p := xi: : : : : : : : : : : :? ? ?Serial BP onexamples in J1 Serial BP onexamples in Jl Serial BP onexamples in Jp: : : : : : : : : : : :? ? ?zi;K1+11 zi;Kl+1l zi;Kp+1pQQQQQQs ? ������+: : : : : : : : : : : :Major iteration i+ 1 : xi+1 = 1pPpl=1 zi;Kl+1lTable 1. Flowchart of the Parallel BPBelow we give the �rst deterministic convergence proof for the parallel andserial BP algorithm. In [70] it is proven that the sequence of weights generatedby the serial BP either converges to a point that is almost surely stationary orit diverges. In contrast, our approach is deterministic. Our proof which is basedon the results of Section 1.2, covers both serial and parallel cases as well as the



24computationally important methods with a momentum term.We are now ready to apply the analysis of Section 1.2 to backpropagation.Theorem 1.3.1 Let S � <n be any bounded set. If the learning and momentumrates are chosen so that1Xi=0 �i =1; 1Xi=0 �2i <1; 1Xi=0 �i�i <1; (1.3.4)then for any sequence fxig � S generated by the BP Algorithm 1.3.1 it followsthat ff(xi)g converges, frf(xi)g ! 0, and for each accumulation point �x ofthe sequence fxig, rf(�x) = 0.Proof. We shall show that the assumptions of Theorem 1.2.2 are satis�ed. Firstnote that the error function is smooth and thus its gradient satis�es assumptions(1.2.11) on a bounded set S. Also f(�) is nonnegative, hence it is bounded below.Using (1.3.1) and (1.3.2), for any cycle i, any processor l, and any j such that2 � j � Kl + 1 we obtainzi;jl � xi = zi;jl � zi;1l= j�1Xt=1(zi;t+1l � zi;tl )= j�1Xt=1(��irf lm(t)(zi;tl ) + �i�zi;tl )= ��i j�1Xt=1rf lm(t)(zi;tl ) + �i(zi;j�1l � xi) (1.3.5)= ��i j�1Xt=1rf lm(t)(zi;tl )� �i j�2Xs=1 �j�1�si sXt=1rf lm(t)(zi;tl )! ; (1.3.6)



25where (1.3.6) is obtained by repeated use of (1.3.5) with j replaced byj � 1; j � 2; : : : ; 2. By (1.3.5) and (1.2.18), for j = Kl + 1 we havezi;Kl+1l � xi = ��i KlXt=1rf lm(t)(zi;tl ) + �i(zi;Kll � xi)= ��i(rf l(xi) + ail + �i�i bil); (1.3.7)where ail = KlXt=2(rf lm(t)(zi;tl )�rf lm(t)(xi)); (1.3.8)and bil = xi � zi;Kll : (1.3.9)Let eil = �ail � �i�i bil: (1.3.10)Now, in view of Theorem 1.2.2, assumptions (1.3.4), and (1.3.7), all we have todo is to verify that1Xi=0 �ikeilk <1; keilk � ;  > 0; l = 1; : : : ; p: (1.3.11)By (1.3.8), (1.3.6), (1.2.11), the triangle inequality and �i � 1 it followskailk � KlXt=2 krf lm(t)(zi;tl )�rf lm(t)(xi)k� L KlXt=2 kzi;tl � xik� L KlXt=2 �i t�1Xr=1 krf lm(r)(zi;rl )k+ �i t�2Xs=1 �t�1�si sXr=1 krf lm(r)(zi;rl )k!!� L�i(K2l M +K3lM)= c1�i: (1.3.12)



26Similarly, by (1.3.9), (1.3.6), (1.2.11), the triangle inequality and �i � 1, wehave kbilk = kzi;Kll � xik� �i0@Kl�1Xt=1 krf lm(t)(zi;tl )k+ Kl�2Xs=1  �Kl�1�si sXt=1 krf lm(t)(zi;tl )k!1A� �i0@Kl�1Xt=1 M + Kl�2Xs=1 MKl1A� �i(MKl +MK2l )= c2�i: (1.3.13)By (1.3.10), (1.3.12), (1.3.13), and the triangle inequality, we obtainkeilk � c1�i + c2�iThe latter combined with (1.3.4) implies (1.3.11), and the proof is complete.Remark 1.3.1 In general, a constant stepsize, no matter how small, does notguarantee convergence of online BP iterates to stationary points of the objectivefunction, even in the weak sense of Theorem 1.3.1.This can be veri�ed by considering a one-dimensional \two-piece" strongly con-vex quadratic functionf(x) = f1(x) + f2(x) := 12x2 + 12(x� 1)2:Note that the unique stationary point of f(�) is �x = 1=2. Let x0 = 0. Supposethe learning rate is �xed at some value � 2 (0; 1). For any i,x2i+1 = x2i � �rf1(x2i) = (1 � �)x2i;



27and x2i+2 = x2i+1 � �rf2(x2i+1) = (1� �)x2i+1 + �:Combining the above two equations, we obtain the following linear recurrencerelation x2i+2 = (1 � �)2x2i + �:Taking into account that x0 = 0 and 0 < � < 1 it can be veri�ed thatlimi!1 x2i = 1� �2� � :Similarly, limi!1 x2i+1 = 12 � � :The two accumulation points are distinct (and di�erent from �x !) for any �xed�. Note however, that they both tend to �x in the limit as � ! 0.Remark 1.3.2 We note that the learning rates rules that satisfy (1.3.4) wereused in practice [10], and are known as search-then-converge strategy. In the�rst phase of learning, called the \search phase", the learning rate is almostconstant, or it decreases slowly. In the second phase of learning, called the\converge phase", it decreases to zero.In particular, two possible rules for the learning rate have been suggested [10],[9] : �i = �0 11 + ii0



28and �i = �0 1 + ci�0i01 + ci�0i0 + i0( ii0 )2where �0 > 0, c > 0, i0 >> 1 are appropriately chosen parameters. Note thatfor i << i0, the learning rate �i �= �0, and for i >> i0 the learning rate decreasesproportional to 1=i. Hence these rules satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.3.1.Remark 1.3.3 The boundedness assumption in Theorem 1.3.1 was made inorder to ensure that f(�) has Lipschitz continuous and bounded gradient. Sincethe principal result of the theorem deals with accumulation points, boundednessof the iterates is needed in order to ensure the existence of such accumulationpoints.There are a number of ways to ensure that the sequence of iterates producedby BP be bounded, such as the following.In [16] a regularization term consisting of the squared 2-norm of x is addedto the error function so that the modi�ed objective function has bounded levelsets : minx2<n f(x) := KXj=1 fj(x) + ckxk2;where c > 0 is a (small) \penalty" parameter. This, in fact, corresponds to theweight decay training [21, 69]. Weight decay is a useful approach since it tendsto generate simpler networks by minimizing nonzero arc connections. Simplernetworks often possess better generalization properties. All of our results applywith merely rede�ning the objective function of the problem.



29We could also consider the constrained problemminx2X f(x) := KXj=1 fj(x);where X is typically a box in <n [32]. Then a simple projection onto X ensuresthat the iterates are bounded. Only some technical changes are needed to applyour analysis to the constrained version of BP [32] which is the same as Algorithm1.3.1, except that the synchronization step concludes with a projection operationxi+1 = "1p pXl=1 zi;Kl+1l #+ ;where [�]+ denotes the orthogonal projection onto X.1.4 Concluding RemarksA general theorem for the nonmonotone convergence of a family of uncon-strained optimization methods has been presented. It was established thatthe serial or parallel backpropagation algorithm with or without a momentumterm for training feedforward arti�cial neural networks with one layer of hiddenunits can be viewed as a deterministic perturbed gradient-type method. Eachaccumulation point of the sequence of weights generated by BP is shown to bea stationary point of the error function associated with the given set of trainingexamples. The results of this chapter are equally applicable to feedforward neu-ral networks with more than one layer of hidden units. Other generalizationsare possible.



30
Chapter 2Generalized Gradient ProjectionMethods in The Presence ofPerturbationsWe investigate convergence properties of the generalized gradient projection al-gorithm in the presence of perturbations [62]. It is shown that the iterates ofthe method are attracted, in a certain sense, to an "-stationary set of the prob-lem, where " depends on the magnitude of the perturbations. Characterizationof the attraction sets for the iterates is given in the general (nonsmooth andnonconvex) case. In the convex case, convergence to an �-optimal set is estab-lished. The results are further strengthened for weakly sharp and strongly con-vex problems. Convergence of the parallel incremental algorithm for minimizingan additive objective function is established. We also present applications to



31stability analysis of algorithms for training arti�cial neural networks.2.1 IntroductionWe consider the following general optimization problemminx2X f(x); (2.1.1)where X is a convex compact set in <n. Let B denote the closed unit ball in<n, that is B := fx 2 <n j kxk � 1g. For the objective function, we assumethat there exists � 2 (0;+1] such that f : (X + �B)! < is at least Lipschitzcontinuous on X + �B and regular (in the sense of Clarke, [6]).Let Xopt and Xs denote the optimal and stationary sets of problem (2.1.1)respectively, that is Xopt := fx 2 X j f(x) = miny2X f(y)gand Xs := fx 2 X j 0 2 @f(x) +NX(x)g;where @f(x) is the set of all generalized gradients (in the sense of Clarke, [6]) off(�) at x, and NX(x) � <n is the normal cone to the set X at the point x 2 X(see [54]) : NX(x) = fy 2 <n j hy; z � xi � 0 8z 2 Xg:The following notions will play an important role in our analysis. Let " : X !<+ be any nonnegative upper semicontinuous function. We de�ne the



32"(�) -stationary set of the problem (2.1.1) as follows :Xs("(�)) := fx 2 X j 0 2 @f(x) +NX(x) + "(x)Bg:Clearly, Xs = Xs(0). For any nonnegative upper semicontinuous function � :X ! <+, the �(�)-optimal set of (2.1.1) is de�ned byXopt(�(�)) := fx 2 X j f(x) � miny2X f(y) + �(x)g:Obviously, Xopt(0) = Xopt. In the convex case, the sets Xs("(�)) and Xopt(�(�))are related in a certain way (see Lemma 2.4.2). In that case, many of our generalresults can be considerably strengthened (see Section 2.4).In this chapter we establish stability properties of the generalized gradientprojection methodxnew := [x� �(g(x) + �(x))]+; g(x) 2 @f(x); � ! 0;where �(�) represents perturbations (noise) and [�]+ denotes the orthogonal pro-jection map onto X. We also study various important modi�cations of this basicalgorithm, including incremental methods (see Algorithms 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.4.1).We point out that the condition of decaying stepsize (� ! 0) is indispensable inthe general nonsmooth case [46], as well as in the case of (smooth) incrementalmethods (see Remark 1.3.1). In this chapter we show that the iterates of the al-gorithm are, in a certain sense, attracted to an "(�)-stationary set of the problem(Theorem 2.3.1). We give a precise characterization of "(�) in terms of asymp-totic behavior of perturbations. Our analysis is based on the novel technique



33presented in [76]. This approach allows us to deal with essentially perturbedproblems (i.e. problems with nonvanishing noise : �(xi) 6! 0 as i ! 1), aswell as analyze algorithms that are inherently nonmonotone, e.g. incrementalmethods (see Algorithm 2.3.1).For every x 2 X we de�ne the following nonnegative scalar function r : X !<+ r(x) := fminkhk j h 2 @f(x) +NX(x)g: (2.1.2)It is clear that r(�) is an optimality function for problem (2.1.1) in the sensethat r(x) 8>><>>: = 0 if x 2 Xs> 0 otherwiseFrom the de�nitions of Xs("(�)) and r(x), we immediately obtain the followingkey relation Xs("(�)) = fx 2 X j r(x) � "(x)g: (2.1.3)Let F(�; �) : N �X ! M(<m) be a point-to-set mapping (or a multifunc-tion), whereM(C) denotes the set of all subsets of a set C, and N denotes thenonnegative integers. We de�ne the upper topological limit of F(�; �) at x 2 <nby �ltx0(2X)!xi!1 F(i; x0) := 8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:y 2 <m ����������������� there exist sequences fx0ig; fmig and fyigsuch that yi 2 F(mi; x0i); i = 1; 2; : : : ;fx0ig ! x; fmig !1 as i!1;and y = limi!1 yi 9>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>;



34In particular, for a bounded sequence fxig � X, �lti!1fxig denotes the set ofall accumulation points of fxig. We say that a sequence fxig converges into setC, if �lti!1fxig � C.Note that under our assumptions,�ltx0(2X)!xNX(x0) = NX(x) 8x 2 X: (2.1.4)Of particular interest for us will be an extension of problem (2.1.1) to the casewhen the objective function f(�) is given by a summation of a �nite number offunctions fj(�; �0), j = 1; : : : ;K. Note that we further allow the dependence offj on a parameter. We thus consider the problemminx2X f(x; �0) := KXj=1 fj(x; �0): (2.1.5)For every j 2 f1; : : : ;Kg, the function fj : (X + �B)� A ! < involves a pa-rameter � 2 A � < that may vary during the optimization process. We assumethat the set A is bounded. Problems of the form (2.1.5) arise, for example, inleast-norm minimization, neural networks applications, and approximation the-ory. Among some important practical applications that involve parameters inthe objective function, we note the adaptive smoothing techniques [45], and theneural network training [57, 41, 36]. We assume that each function fj(�; �) isLipschitz continuous with modulus L > 0 and regular on an open neighborhoodof X + �B for every � 2 A. We also assume that the map @fj(�; �) is uppersemicontinuous. That is, for all j 2 f1; : : : ;Kg,�ltx0(2X)!x�(2A)!�0 @fj(x0; �) � @fj(x; �0) 8x 2 X; (2.1.6)



35where @fj(x; �) denotes the set of all generalized gradients of fj(�; �) at x 2 X.The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2 we outline theGeneralized Lyapunov Direct Method for stability analysis. In Section 2.3 weestablish convergence properties of the generalized gradient projection methodand its modi�cations in the presence of data perturbations. Section 2.4 con-tains the results that are strengthened for the case of weakly sharp and convexproblems. In Section 2.5, we relate our work to neural network training.One more word about our notation. By conv C we shall denote the convexhull of a set C, and by int C its interior.2.2 Generalized Lyapunov Direct MethodIn this section we outline the novel convergence analysis technique that was�rst proposed in [76] (albeit in a slightly di�erent form). This technique canbe viewed as a generalization of the Lyapunov Direct Method for convergenceanalysis of nonlinear iterative processes. The Lyapunov Direct Method hasproved to be a powerful tool for stability analysis of both continuous and discretetime processes [56, 72, 50, 51]. Roughly speaking, this approach reduces analysisof stability properties of a process to the analysis of local improvement of thisprocess with respect to some scalar criterion V (�) (usually called the Lyapunovfunction). In the classical approach, V (�) monotonically decreases on the iteratesof the process (some typical choices for V (�) are : the objective function beingminimized, the norm of its gradient, the distance to the solution set (see [51])).



36The key di�erence of the presented technique is that we relax the monotonicityrequirement. We thus refer to V (�) as a pseudo-Lyapunov function. Thisgeneralization makes our approach applicable to a wider class of algorithms,including methods with perturbations.We now state the Generalized Lyapunov Direct Method. The convergence(attraction) properties of the process are expressed in terms of a pseudo-Lyapunovfunction V (�). For each speci�c algorithm, those properties allow further inter-pretation depending on the choice of V (�) for this algorithm.We consider the following general iterative processxi+1 2 xi � �iG(i; xi)� �i; i = 0; 1; : : : ; x0 2 X 0; �i 2 <n; (2.2.1)�i ! 0; 1Xi=0 �i =1; 1Xi=0 �i is (component-wise) convergent; (2.2.2)where G(�; �) : N � X 0 ! M(X 0), and X 0 is an open set in <n. In applica-tions, �i usually corresponds to (random) noise. We further make the naturalboundedness assumptionsupx2X 0 lim supx0!xi!1 supy2G(i;x0) kyk <1 :Thus the upper topological limit of G(�; �), denoted byG0(x) := �ltx0!xi!1G(i; x0);



37is bounded and upper semicontinuous on a neighborhood of any compact setX � X 0.We assume that there exists a compact set X � X 0 which contains all theaccumulation points of the iterates generated by (2.2.1)-(2.2.2), that is�lti!1fxig � X: (2.2.3)Suppose a pseudo-Lyapunov function V (�) is chosen. Let V (�) be Lipschitzcontinuous and regular on a neighborhood of X. For the pseudo-Lyapunovfunction V (�), the set X, and the map G0(�), we de�ne the following set whichis crucial for our analysis :A0 := fx 2 X j maxh2H(x) ming2G0(x)hh; gi � 0g; (2.2.4)where H(x) = convf@V (x) [NX(x)g:Roughly speaking, the set A0 is comprised of all the points in X for which�G0(x) does not contain feasible directions that are of descent for the pseudo-Lyapunov function V (�).The following result shows that the sequences generated by (2.2.1)- (2.2.2)and satisfying (2.2.3) are, in a certain sense, attracted to the components of theset A0. We �rst have to introduce the notion of V (�)-connected components ofA0 (recall that A0 is compact). We say that a set C � <n is V (�)-connected, ifthe set V (C) = fv 2 < j 9x 2 C; v = V (x)g � < is connected. Let fAg;  2



38� be the (unique) decomposition of A0 into V (�)-connected components (see[73]), that is A0 = [2�A ; A0 6= A00 for 0 6= 00;  0; 00 2 �:The following theorem will play a central role in the subsequent analysis.Theorem 2.2.1 [76] For every sequence fxig generated by the process (2.2.1)-(2.2.2), and satisfying (2.2.3), there exists a  2 � such that the followingproperties hold : �lti!1 V (xi) = V � �lti!1fxig \ A� ;and every subsequence fximg of fxig satisfyinglimm!1 V (xim) = lim infi!1 V (xi) or limm!1 V (xim) = lim supi!1 V (xi)converges into A.Corollary 2.2.1 [76] Let the set V (A0) be nowhere dense in <. Then everysequence fxig generated by the process (2.2.1)-(2.2.2), and satisfying (2.2.3),converges into a connected component of A0.



392.3 Convergence Properties of a Parallel Gen-eralized Gradient Projection Algorithm inthe Presence of PerturbationsIn this section we consider the problem (2.1.5) of minimizing an additive para-metric objective function. We �rst describe our notation for stating and es-tablishing convergence of the parallel perturbed generalized gradient projectionmethod (GGPM) for solving (2.1.5) and its modi�cations. The type of paral-lelization considered here is primarily motivated by incremental gradient meth-ods, particularly neural network training (see Chapter 1). Empirical evaluationof parallel BP and numerical tests can be found in [49, 14]. Another relatedwork on parallel computing is [68]. We �rst consider the most general case. Ourresults can be then specialized by removing parallelism and/or considering thestandard (nonadditive) objective function.The notation is similar to that for Algorithm 1.3.1.i = 1; 2; : : : : Index number of major iterations of GGPM, each of whichconsists of going through the entire set of functions f1(x; �i); : : : ; fK(x; �i).This is achieved serially or in parallel by p processors with processor l handlingat the i-th iteration the functions fj(x; �i), j 2 Jl. Recall that �i 2 A is the(smoothing) parameter, and limi!1 �i = �0. For simplicity, we assume that



40the sets Jl, l = 1; : : : ; p are ordered as followsJ1 = f1; : : : ;K1g;J2 = fK1 + 1; : : : ;K1 +K2g;� � � � � � � � � � � � � � �Jp = fK1 + � � �+Kp�1 + 1; : : : ;Kg;i.e. Jl = f �Kl + 1; : : : ; �Kl +Klg; l = 1; : : : ; p;where �Kl = l�1Xt=1Kt; l = 2; : : : ; p; �K1 = 0:j = 1; : : : ; Kl : Index of minor iterations performed by parallel processorl; l = 1; : : : ; p. Each minor iteration j consists of a step in the direction of anegative generalized gradient �~gi;jl of the function f �Kl+j(�; �i) at zi;jl which iscalculated with some error �i;jl :~gi;jl = gi;jl + �i;jl ;gi;jl 2 @f �Kl+j(zi;jl ; �i);�i;jl = � �Kl+j(zi;jl ; �i; i):The function �j(z; �; i) denotes perturbation of the generalized gradient of fj(�; �)at the point z 2 X + �B at the i-th major iteration of the algorithm. Withrespect to those perturbations we make the following mild boundedness assump-tion : KXj=1 supi supz2X+�B sup�2A k�j(z; �; i)k <1:



41xi : Iterate in <n of major iteration i = 1; 2; : : : .zi;jl : Iterate in <n of minor iteration j = 1; : : : ;Kl, within major iterationi = 1; 2; : : : , computed by processor l = 1; : : : ; p.By �i we shall denote the stepsize, i.e. the coe�cient multiplying the gen-eralized gradients at the i-th major iteration. For simplicity we shall assumethat �i remains �xed within each major iteration. We consider the process withstepsizes decreasing subject to the following condition�i > 0; i = 0; 1; : : : ; �i ! 0; 1Xi=0 �i =1: (2.3.1)Note that under our assumptions, there exists a constant M > 0 such thatkyk �M 8y 2 @fj(x; �i) + �j(x; �i; i); (2.3.2)8x 2 X + �B; i = 0; 1; : : : ; j = 1; : : : ;K:We are now ready to state and prove convergence properties of the parallelGGPM in the presence of perturbations.Algorithm 2.3.1 (Parallel GGPM) Start with any x0 2 X. Having xi,compute xi+1 as follows :(�) Parallelization : for each processor l 2 f1; : : : ; pg dozi;j+1l = zi;jl � �i~gi;jl ; j = 1; : : : ;Kl; (2.3.3)where zi;1l = xi.(�) Synchronization :xi+1 = "xi + pXl=1(zi;Kl+1l � xi)#+ (2.3.4)



42Note that for K = 1; p = 1, Algorithm 2.3.1 becomes a standard (perturbed)generalized gradient projection method, while K � 2; p = 1 gives an incremen-tal backpropagation-type method. Thus the framework considered here is verygeneral.There are two sources of nonmonotonicity that come into play in Algorithm2.3.1. First of all, each direction is associated with a generalized gradient of apartial objective function fj(�; �i). Thus even if this direction is that of descentfor fj(�; �i), there is no guarantee that it is also of descent for the full objectivefunction f(�; �0) given by (2.1.5) (also note a possible di�erence in the parametervalue). The other source of nonmonotonicity is induced by perturbations of thegeneralized gradients.We �rst verify that the (minor) iterates remain within the set X + �B andhence are well de�ned.Lemma 2.3.1 If the stepsizes are chosen so that�i � �M maxlKl (2.3.5)then zi;j+1l 2 X + �B; i = 0; 1; : : : ; j = 1; : : : ;Kl; l 2 f1; : : : ; pg:Proof. Consider any i � 1 and any l 2 f1; : : : ; pg. By the synchronizationstep (2.3.4), zi;1l = xi 2 X � X + �B:



43For any j = 1; : : : ;Kl,kzi;j+1l � xik = k jXt=1(zi;t+1l � zi;tl )k� �i jXt=1 k~gi;tl k� �i(j � 1)M� �iM maxl Kl� �;where the �rst inequality follows from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, and thesecond from (2.3.2). The result follows.From now on, we assume that the stepsizes satisfy both (2.3.1) and (2.3.5).To analyze the inuence of computational errors �i;jl on the convergenceproperties of the algorithm, we need to estimate the level of perturbations inthe limit. We say that "(x) is the exact asymptotic level of perturbationsat a point x 2 X, if"(x) = lim supzj(2X+�B)!x(2X)i!1 k KXj=1 �j(zj; �i; i)k: (2.3.6)It is easy to see that the function "(�) : X ! <+ is upper semicontinuous.The following simple lemma proves to be very useful.Lemma 2.3.2 For every x 2 X, g 2 <n, and � > 0 the following property



44holds : y = [x� �g]+ =) 9h 2 NX(y); khk � kgk; y = x� �(g + h): (2.3.7)Proof. Let y = [x��g]+. By properties of the projection operator ([51],p.121),hx� �g � y; z � yi � 0 8z 2 X:By the de�nition of the normal cone, the latter is equivalent tox� �g � y 2 NX(y):Hence there exists an s 2 NX(y) such that x� �g � y = s. Denoting h = 1�s 2NX(y), we have that y = x� �(g + h). Finally,kgk2 = 1�2kx� yk2 � 1� hx� y; hi+ khk2� 1�2kx� yk2 + khk2� khk2;where the �rst inequality follows from � > 0, x 2 X and the de�nition of thenormal cone.Using Lemma 2.3.2, we can re-write the synchronization step (2.3.4) asxi+1 = xi + pXl=1(zi;Kl+1l � xi) + h; h 2 NX(xi+1): (2.3.8)



45By (2.3.3), zi;Kl+1l = xi � �i Xj2Jl(gi;jl + �i;jl ): (2.3.9)Combining (2.3.8) and (2.3.9), we obtainxi+1 = xi � �i pXl=1 Xj2Jl(gi;jl + �i;jl ) + h;where h 2 NX(xi+1); gi;jl 2 @f �Kl�1+j(zi;j+1l ):Using these relations, we next introduce a map G(�; �) : N �X ! <n such thatevery sequence fxig generated by Algorithm 2.3.1 is a trajectory of the iterativeprocess xi+1 2 xi � �iG(i; xi); i = 0; 1; : : : ; x0 2 X:We will refer to such G(�; �) as the characteristic mapping of the algorithm. ForAlgorithm 2.3.1, we haveG(i; x) = 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:v 2 <n �����������������������������
v =Ppl=1Pj2Jl(gjl + �jl ) + h; whereh 2 NX(y); khk �MK; andy = x+Ppl=1(zKl+1l � x) + h;zj+1l = zjl � �i(gjl + �jl ); z1l = xgjl 2 @f �Kl�1+j(zjl ; �i);�jl = � �Kl+j(zjl ; �i; i);j = 1; : : : ;Kl; l = 1; : : : ; p:

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>; (2.3.10)Obviously, by (2.3.2),kvk � 2MK 8v 2 G(i; x); i = 0; 1; : : : ; 8x 2 X:



46Hence the map G(�; �) is bounded, and so is its upper topological limit. We arenow ready to apply the Generalized Lyapunov Direct Method of Section 2.2 toestablish the properties of Algorithm 2.3.1.We �rst have to estimate the upper topological limit of G(�; �). Because�i ! 0 (see (2.3.1)), as x0 ! x; i!1, we have zjl ! x; j = 1; : : : ;Kl+1; l =1; : : : ; p and y ! x. Therefore, by the upper semicontinuity of @f(�; �) andNX(�) (see (2.1.4) and (2.1.6)) and the de�nition (2.3.6) of "(�), we haveG0(x) := �ltx0!xi!1G(i; x0) � @f(x) +NX(x) + "(x)B: (2.3.11)Consider the decomposition of of the setXs("(�)) into the union of f(�)-connectedcomponents Xs("(�)) = [2�Xs("(�))(see Section 2.2). Our main result is the followingTheorem 2.3.1 For every sequence fxig generated by Algorithm 2.3.1, thereexists  2 � such that the following properties hold :�lti!1 f(xi) = f � �lti!1fxig \Xs("(�))� ;and every subsequence fximg of fxig satisfyinglimm!1 f(xim) = lim infi!1 f(xi) or limm!1 f(xim) = lim supi!1 f(xi) (2.3.12)converges into Xs("(�)).



47In particular, if "(�) � 0 and the set f(Xs) is nowhere dense in <, then everysequence fxig generated by Algorithm 2.3.1 converges to a connected componentof Xs.Proof. We choose V (x) := f(x);where f(x) is given by (2.1.5), as the pseudo-Lyapunov function of the iterativeprocess. Following the approach outlined in Section 2.2, we introduce the setA0 := fx 2 X j maxh2H(x) ming2G0(x)hh; gi � 0g;where H(x) := convf@f(x) [NX(x)g. Our proof is by virtue of showing thatA0 � Xs("(�));and then applying Theorem 2.2.1 and Corollary 2.2.1.For every x 2 X we de�neh0(x) = argminfkhk j h 2 @f(x) +NX(x)g:Note that kh0(x)k = r(x) (see (2.1.2)). Since h0(x) is the orthogonal projectionof the origin onto the set f@f(x) +NX(x)g, it follows thathh0(x); hi � kh0(x)k2 8h 2 @f(x) +NX(x): (2.3.13)Since h0(x) 2 @f(x) +NX(x), it follows that12h0(x) 2 H(x): (2.3.14)



48Fix an arbitrary x 62 Xs("(�)). By (2.1.3), we havekh0(x)k = r(x) > "(x): (2.3.15)We further obtainmaxh2H(x) ming2G0(x)hh; gi � 12 ming2G0(x)hh0(x); gi� 12 ming2@f(x)+NX(x)+"(x)Bhh0(x); gi� 12 min�2"(x)B minh2@f(x)+NX(x)hh0(x); h+ �i� 12 min�2"(x)Bhh0(x); h+ �i� 12 min�2"(x)B(kh0(x)k2 � k�kkh0(x)k)� 12kh0(x)k(kh0(x)k � "(x)) > 0where the �rst inequality follows from (2.3.14), the second inequality followsfrom (2.3.11), the �fth inequality follows from (2.3.13), and the last inequalityfollows from (2.3.15). Hence x 62 A0, and it follows that A0 � Xs("(�)). Nowapplying Theorem 2.2.1 and Corollary 2.2.1, we immediately obtain the desiredresults.Adding the \heavy ball" term [51] in Algorithm 2.3.1, we arrive at the follow-ing modi�cation of the parallel GGPM. In neural network literature, methodsof this type are usually referred to as backpropagation with momentum term[24, 41].Algorithm 2.3.2 (Parallel GGPM with heavy ball term). Start with anyx0 2 X. Having xi, compute xi+1 as follows :



49(�) Parallelization : for each processor l 2 f1; : : : ; pg dozi;j+1l = zi;jl � �i~gi;jl ; j = 1; : : : ;Kl;where zi;1l = xi.(�) Synchronization with heavy ball term :xi+1 = "xi + pXl=1(zi;Kl+1l � xi) + �i(xi � xi�1)#+ :With respect to coe�cients multiplying the heavy ball term, we assume that�i � 0; i = 0; 1; : : : ; �i ! 0: (2.3.16)We also make the following mild assumption on the stepsizes (in addition to(2.3.1), (2.3.5)) : lim supi!1 �i�1�i < +1: (2.3.17)The next result shows that methods with heavy ball term possess the sameconvergence and stability properties as the gradient projection methods.Theorem 2.3.2 For every sequence fxig generated by Algorithm 2.3.2, all theconclusions of Theorem 2.3.1 hold.Proof. We show that the upper topological limits of the two characteristicmappings for Algorithms 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 are essentially the same (note that



50the mappings themselves are certainly di�erent). We �rst de�ne the followingquantity �i := 2�iKM�i�1�i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; �0 = 0:Note that by (2.3.16) and (2.3.17),�i � 0; i = 0; 1; : : : ; limi!1 �i = 0:By the construction of the algorithm and (2.3.2),�i(xi � xi�1) 2 xi + 2�iKM�i�1B = xi + �i�iB:Let us denote the characteristic map of Algorithm 2.3.2 by ~G(�; �). Then wehave that ~G(i; xi) � G(i; xi) + �iB;where G(�; �) is the characteristic map of Algorithm 2.3.1 de�ned by (2.3.10).Every sequence fxig generated by Algorithm 2.3.2 satis�esxi+1 2 xi � �i ~G(i; xi); i = 0; 1; : : : ; x0 2 X;and hence also xi+1 2 xi � �i �G(i; xi) + �iB� :Now taking into account that �i ! 0, we obtain~G0(x) := �ltx0!xi!1 ~G(i; xi) � �ltx0!xi!1(G(i; x0) + �iB) = �ltx0!xi!1G(i; x0) = G0(x):Hence, by (2.3.11), ~G0(x) � @f(x) +NX(x) + "(x)B:



51The rest of the proof is analogous to that of Theorem 2.3.1,and is thus omitted.2.4 Important Special CasesIn this section we consider the standard optimization problem (2.1.1) of mini-mizing a Lipschitz continuous regular function over a convex compact set, andestablish stronger convergence properties of GGPM in a number of importantspecial cases. These include problems with relatively small perturbations, con-vex and strongly convex problems, and problemswith weak sharp minima [51, 5].We start with the following lemmawhich deals with the case of perturbationssmall relative to the residual function r(�) de�ned in (2.1.2).Lemma 2.4.1 Let "(x) � maxf�"; �r(x)g 8x 2 X;where �" � 0; 1 > � � 0. ThenXs("(�)) � Xs(�"):In particular, if �" = 0, then Xs("(�)) = Xs:Proof. Suppose x 2 Xs("(x)). Then, by (2.1.3) and the assumption of the



52lemma, r(x) � "(x) � maxf�"; �r(x)g:If �r(x) � �", then r(x) � �r(x) and 1 > � � 0 imply that r(x) = 0. SinceXs(0) � Xs(�"), we have that x 2 Xs(�"). If �r(x) � �", then r(x) � "(x) � �",and hence x 2 Xs(�").Let d(�; C) be the distance function to the set C � <n, that isd(x;C) = infy2C kx� yk:De�ne �" = supx2X "(x), and D = supx;y2X kx�yk. The following lemma relatesthe "-stationary sets to the �-optimal sets for the case when f(�) is convex.Lemma 2.4.2 Let f(�) be convex on X. ThenXs("(x)) � Xopt ("(x)d(x;Xopt)) :In particular, Xs("(�)) � Xopt(�"D):If, in addition, f(�) is di�erentiable and strongly convex on X with modulus� > 0, and Xs(�") � int X, thenXs(�") � Xopt(�"2=2�):Proof. Let x 2 Xs("(x)). By de�nition of Xs("(�)), there exist g 2 @f(x); h1 2



53NX(x), and h2 2 "(x)B such that 0 = g + h1 + h2. Let x� be the closest pointto x in Xopt. By convexity of f(�), it follows thatf(x)� f(x�) � h�g; x� � xi= hh1 + h2; x� � xi� hh2; x� � xi� kh2kkx� � xk� "(x)d(x;Xopt);where the second inequality follows from de�nition of the normal cone. Thisestablishes the �rst two assertions of the lemma.For the last assertion, just note that ([51], p.24) for any x 2 X2�(f(x) �miny2X f(y)) � k@f(x)k2:De�nition 2.4.1 [5] We say that Xopt is a set of weak sharp minima withparameter � > 0 if f(x)�miny2X f(y) � �d(x;Xopt) 8x 2 X:The following important corollary shows that, for problems with weak sharpminima, certain "-stationary sets coincide with the set of minima, provided " issmall relative to the parameter � given in De�nition 2.4.1.



54Corollary 2.4.1 Let f(�) be convex on X. Assume that Xopt is a set of weaksharp minima with parameter � > 0. Then if"(x) � maxf�; �r(x)g 8x 2 X; 0 � � < 1; � < �;it follows that Xs("(�)) = Xopt:Proof. Obviously, Xopt � Xs("(�)). Take any x 2 Xs("(�)). By Lemmas 2.4.1and 2.4.2, and our assumption, we havex 2 Xs("(�)) � Xs(�) � Xopt(�d(x;Xopt)):Hence �d(x;Xopt) � f(x)�miny2X f(y) � �d(x;Xopt);where the last inequality follows from De�nition 2.4.1. Now � < � implies thatd(x;Xopt) = 0, hence x 2 Xopt.When in Algorithms 2.3.1, 2.3.2 the parameter K = 1, those algorithmsreduce to the following classical GGPM with the \heavy ball" term :Algorithm 2.4.1 (GGPM with heavy ball term). Start with any x0 2 X.Having xi, compute xi+1 as follows :xi+1 = hxi � �i(gi + �(xi; �i; i)) + �i(xi � xi�1)i+



55gi 2 @f(xi; �i); i = 0; 1; : : : ;where parameters f�ig; f�ig; f�ig are the same as in Algorithms 2.3.1, 2.3.2.From Theorems 2.3.1, 2.3.2, and Lemmas 2.4.1, 2.4.2, we immediately get thefollowing results.Theorem 2.4.1 Every sequence fxig generated by Algorithm 2.4.1 possessesthe following properties :1. there exists an f(�)-connected component Xs("(�)) of Xs("(�)) such that�lti!1ff(xi)g = f ��ltfxig \Xs("(�))� ;2. every subsequence fximg of fxig satisfying (2.3.12) converges into Xs("(�));3. if perturbations are relatively small, that is"(x) � �r(x) 8x 2 X; 0 � � < 1;and the set f(Xs) is nowhere dense in <, then fxig converges into Xs;4. if f(�) is convex, then fxig converges into the setXopt ("(x)d(x;Xopt)) � Xopt(�"D);5. if f(�) is convex, Xopt is a set of weak sharp minima with parameter � > 0,and "(x) < � 8x 2 X;then fxig converges into Xopt.



566. if f(�) is strongly convex with modulus � > 0, and Xs(�") � int X(�" := supx2X "(x)), then fxig converges into Xopt(�"2=2�).Remark 2.4.1 Theorem 2.4.1 extends and strengthens the results on conver-gence properties of the generalized gradient projection method given in [46, 11,75].2.5 Applications to Neural Network TrainingIn this section we briey describe how results of Section 2.3 can be applied toreveal some important properties of various neural network learning techniques.In particular, we give a precise characterization to empirically observed stabilityof neural networks and backpropagation training [58, 19]. We also show that theproperties of the weight perturbation [23] algorithm can be derived by makinguse of the presented analysis.2.5.1 Backpropagation With NoiseWe note that when implemented in hardware, BP algorithm is likely to havesome kind of electronic imperfections [23]. Faults in multiplier circuits introduceerrors when function and gradient values are propagated through the network.Therefore, in practical electronic implementations, even when the input datacan be considered to be free of noise, the algorithm is inuenced by certainperturbations induced by hardware limitations. It is therefore desirable to use



57algorithms that are tolerant to imperfections in a neural network chip. Thismakes error-stability analysis of training techniques of practical importance.We regard training arti�cial neural network as optimization of a certain errorfunction (see Section 1.1). Note that f(x; �) given by (1.1.2)-(1.1.3) is preciselyof the form (2.1.5) that was studied in this chapter.Each iteration of the serial online BP consists of a step in the direction ofnegative gradient �rfj of a partial error function fj associated with the j-thtraining example. Thus BP is a special case of Algorithm 2.3.1. Many othercomputationally important BP modi�cations, such as parallel BP [42, 49, 14],BP with momentum term [24], and BP with varying smoothing parameter[65] all fall within the framework of Section 2.3.It is quite common that for a sample �j in the training set some of itsattributes (i.e. the components of the m-dimensional vector) are computed (orsupplied) with an error that we shall denote �j. Obviously, this induces certainperturbation in values of the corresponding error function fj and its gradient.We can then write (see (1.1.3))~fj(w; �; v; �; �) :=  s hXi=1 s((�j +�j)wi � �i; �)vi � �; �! � tj!2 ;and r ~fj(x; �) = rfj(x; �) + �j(x; �):Note that it is fairly straightforward to estimate the dependence of �j on �j.



58We can then introduce the exact asymptotic level of perturbations (2.3.7) by"(x) = lim supzj(2X)!xi!1 kXj2Q �j(zj; �i; i)k;where Q is the set of training examples with noise. If some upper bound on�j; j 2 Q is known then the corresponding perturbations �j; j 2 Q and theirasymptotic level "(�) can be estimated. This in turn yields the guaranteed "(�)-stationarity of all the accumulation points of the BP iterates.One useful technique that sometimes improves the performance of the neuralnetwork is deliberate adding of some noise to the input training set. It appearsthat a neural network trained with some induced noise often has a better abilityto recognize noisy patterns, and performs better in classifying patterns thatwere not presented to the network during the training procedure [60]. The lastproperty is usually called the generalization ability and it is one of the majorstrengths of arti�cial neural networks.As another source of perturbations in the neural network training, we notethe technique presented in [19]. To simplify the network topology and improvethe network generalization properties, it is proposed in [19] to eliminate at thelate stages of training the arcs with su�ciently small weights. The latter isequivalent to forcing the corresponding weights to zero, and can also be treatedas induced perturbations.We �nally mention the node perturbation approach �rst proposed in [71].Although detailed technical analysis of this algorithm is beyond the scope ofthis work, we note that the framework presented in this chapter provides a



59useful tool for such analysis.2.5.2 The Weight Perturbation AlgorithmIt should be noted that some algorithms work properly in computer simulationsfor \ideal" (or theoretical) neural networks, but their performance becomes un-satisfactory in practical hardware implementations. One of the algorithms thatis less sensitive to the hardware limitations due to the chip and network inter-face, is the so-called weight perturbation (WP) training [23]. This technique isessentially an incremental gradient-type method where the gradient is approx-imated by one of the �nite di�erence techniques. In its simplest form, WP isthe following algorithm xi+1 = xi � �igij ; i = 0; 1; : : : ;wheregij =  fj(xi +�i1e1)� fj(xi)�i1 ; : : : ; fj(xi +�inen)� fj(xi)�in ! ; j = i mod K;and fe1; : : : ; eng is the standard basis of <n. Clearly, WP needs more patternpresentations than BP. However, in [23] it is reported that sometimes imple-mentation of BP requires excessive computational hardware, and WP is moreeconomical for parallel analog implementations. Thus speed is traded for morereliable and practical hardware.We point out that there has been no rigorous analysis of WP training in theliterature. We can readily apply results presented in this chapter to derive the



60properties of WP. In particular, for the forward di�erence scheme above, it iswell known that k�j(xi)k = O � maxk=1;::: ;n�ik� ;where �j(xi) = rfj(xi)� gij :Hence "(x) = lim supzj(2X)!xi!1 k KXj=1 �j(zj)k � c lim supi!1 maxk=1;::: ;n�ikfor some constant c > 0.The above estimate can be further improved if the central di�erence approx-imation is used. In that case,k�(xi)k = O �( maxk=1;::: ;n�ik)2� :The central di�erence scheme yields further increase in the number of trainingsamples presentations (the number of the partial error functions evaluations).However, for some problems this is still practical [23].



61
Chapter 3Convergence Analysis ofPerturbed Feasible DescentMethodsWe develop a general approach to convergence analysis of feasible descent meth-ods in the presence of perturbations [63]. The important novel feature of ouranalysis is that perturbations need not tend to zero in the limit. In that case,standard convergence analysis techniques are not applicable. Therefore a newapproach is needed. We show that, in the presence of perturbations, a certain"-approximate solution can be obtained, where " depends on the level of pertur-bations linearly. Applications to the gradient projection, proximal minimizationand extragradient algorithms are described.



623.1 IntroductionWe consider the general mathematical programming problem of minimizing adi�erentiable function f : <n ! < over a closed convex set X in <n :minx2X f(x): (3.1.1)We assume that f 2 C1L(X), that is f(�) has Lipschitz continuous partial deriva-tives : krf(x)�rf(y)k � Lkx� yk; 8x 2 X; y 2 X; (3.1.2)where L is a positive scalar, rf(�) denotes the gradient of f(�), and k �k denotesthe Euclidean norm.Let [�]+ denote the orthogonal projection onto X. Following [31], we considera broad class of feasible descent methods that can be represented by the formulaxnew := [x� �rf(x) + e(x)]+; (3.1.3)where � is a positive scalar, and mapping e : <n ! <n is the de�ning feature ofeach particular algorithm (see Section 3.3). This is a rather general frameworkthat includes a gradient projection algorithm [15, 27]; proximal minimizationalgorithm [44, 55]; and the extragradient algorithm [25, 43] among others. Wenote, in the passing, that for characteristic mappings e(�) of feasible descentmethods, e(xi)! 0 as i!1 by algorithm construction [31].In this chapter, we are concerned with the behaviour of feasible descent



63algorithms in the presence of perturbations :xnew := [x� �rf(x) + e(x) + �(x)]+: (3.1.4)Here e(�) plays the same role as in (3.1.3), namely it is the characteristic ofthe method, while �(�) represents perturbations due to inexact computation ofthe gradient of f(�), or inexact subproblem solution, or both. We say thatperturbations are essential (nonvanishing) if�(xi) 6! 0 as i!1:In this chapter, we consider nonvanishing perturbations and make only a mildassumption that perturbations are uniformly bounded :k�(x)k � �" for some �" > 0; 8x 2 X: (3.1.5)The latter is the only practical assumption in the case when perturbations can-not be e�ectively controlled. This may happen, for example, when the functionand/or gradient values are not given explicitly, but instead are computed as anapproximate solution of some, possibly di�cult, subproblem. We note that verylittle is known about convergence properties of essentially perturbed algorithms.The primary contribution of this chapter is laying down theoretical frameworkfor analysis of such algorithms.Convergence (and rate of convergence) of feasible descent methods havebeen studied extensively (see [31] and references therein). We point out thatthe previous work either deals with the case when no perturbations are present



64(�(xi) = 0), or assumes some conditions that explicitly or implicitly imply thatperturbations vanish in the limit (�(xi)! 0). Some conditions of this type havebeen used in the analysis of matrix splitting methods [35, 30] :k�(xi)k � ckxi+1 � xik; c > 0; c su�ciently smallor 1Xi=0 �(xi) <1:Note that under either assumption, �(xi) ! 0 as i ! 1. In these cases, con-vergence properties of the algorithm stay intact, except possibly for the rateof convergence. We emphasize that the setting considered in this work is fun-damentally di�erent. Condition (3.1.5) no longer guarantees convergence ofiterates generated by (3.1.4) to an exact solution of (3.1.1). Moreover, standardrelations such as f(xi)� f(xi+1) � 0;and kxi+1 � xik ! 0 as i!1need not hold (see Section 3.2). This makes traditional convergence analysistechniques [51, 50] inapplicable. In this chapter, we develop a new approach tothe analysis of algorithms with nonvanishing perturbations.Our analysis extends some of the ideas presented in [4, 42, 74] for methods ofunconstrained optimization. Essential perturbations were considered in [62] in adi�erent context of incremental gradient-type methods with decaying stepsize.



65A special case of an approximate gradient projection method with decayingstepsize is also studied in [32]. We note that in this chapter, the stepsize � isbounded away from zero. Therefore, the situation and the analysis required arecompletely di�erent from [62, 32].We now de�ne the following residual functionr(x) := x� [x�rf(x)]+:It is well known that some �x 2 <n satis�es the Minimum Principle optimalitycondition [34] for problem (3.1.1) if and only if r(�x) = 0. We shall call such �xa stationary point of (3.1.1). For a nonnegative upper semicontinuous function" : <n ! <+, we de�ne an "(�)-stationary set of problem (3.1.1) as follows :Xs("(�)) := fx 2 X j kr(x)k � "(x)g: (3.1.6)Clearly, Xs(0) is the set of all stationary points in the usual sense (we shall usethe notation Xs := Xs(0)). In Section 3.2, we show that for any sequence ofiterates generated by (3.1.4), there exists at least one accumulation point whichis in the set Xs(�) with � depending on the level of perturbations linearly.We note that another important property of the residual function r(x) isthat, under certain conditions, its norm provides a (local) upper bound on thedistance to the set Xs [31, 53]. Namely, there exist positive constants � and �(depending on f(�) and X only) such thatd(x;Xs) � �kr(x)k 8x with kr(x)k � �; (3.1.7)



66where d(�;Xs) denotes the Euclidean distance toXs. Moreover, under additionalassumptions, this condition holds with � =1 (global error bound) [29, 48, 28].Therefore, if x 2 Xs(�) and the bound (3.1.7) holds with � � �, it followsimmediately that d(x;Xs) � �kr(x)k � ��:The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we develop ourgeneral technique for convergence analysis of perturbed algorithms. In Section3.3 we show how our results apply to the gradient projection, proximal pointand extragradient algorithms. Section 3.4 contains some concluding remarks.One more word about our notation. For a bounded sequence fxig in <n,�lti!1fxig denotes the set of all accumulation points of fxig.3.2 Convergence Analysis of MethodsWith Per-turbationsIn this Section, we present our general framework for the analysis of feasibledescent methods in the presence of essential perturbations. Our argument isbased on monitoring the behaviour of f(�) on the iterates of the algorithm. Weemphasize that this behaviour is nonmonotone, and Lyapunov-type convergenceanalysis [50, 72] cannot be applied.We �rst state three well known results that will be used later.



67Lemma 3.2.1 ([51],p.6) Let f(�) 2 C1L(X) , thenjf(y)� f(x) � hrf(x); y � xij � L2 ky � xk2 8x; y 2 X:Lemma 3.2.2 ([51],p.121) For any x 2 <n, any y 2 <n, and any z 2 X thefollowing relations hold hy � [y]+; z � [y]+i � 0;k[x]+ � [y]+k � kx� yk:Lemma 3.2.3 ([13], Lemma 1) For any x 2 <n, any y 2 <n, and any � > 0maxf1; �gkx� [x� y]+k � kx� [x� �y]+k � minf1; �gkx� [x� y]+k:The method under consideration is the following model algorithm.Algorithm 3.2.1 Start with any x0 2 X. For i = 0; 1; 2; : : : letxi+1 2 T (xi);where T (x) = [x� �rf(x) + e(x) + �(x)]+;and the following conditions are satis�edke(x)k � c1kx� T (x)k; 0 � c1 < 1; (3.2.1)he(x); x� T (x)i � �c2kx� T (x)k2; 0 � c2 < 1; (3.2.2)



68c3 � lim infi �i; lim supi �i � minf1; 2(1� c2)L � c3g; (3.2.3)where 0 < c3 < 1 � c2L :In Section 3.3, we show that various important optimization methods fall withinthe framework of Algorithm 3.2.1. Condition (3.2.1) is standard for feasibledescent methods and is a consequence of algorithm construction [31]. Bounds(3.2.3) imposed on the stepsize are also fairly standard. With respect to (3.2.2),we note the following. If the left-hand-side of (3.2.2) is nonnegative for all xthen we set c2 = 0, otherwise c2 = c1 (it follows that 0 � c2 < 1).To study the convergence properties of Algorithm 3.2.1, we need to estimatethe level of perturbations in the limit. We say that "(x) is the exact asymptoticlevel of perturbations at a point x 2 X, if"(x) = lim supyk(2X)!xk!1 k�(yk)k:It is easy to see that "(�) : <n ! <+ is upper semicontinuous.For the clarity of presentation, we briey outline our argument. Using Lem-mas 3.2.1-3.2.3 and conditions (3.2.1)-(3.2.3), we show that f(x) � f(T (x)) �'(x), where '(x) is a certain lower semicontinuous function which depends onthe residual r(x) and the asymptotic level of perturbations "(x) (note that '(�)need not be nonnegative). If f(�) is bounded from below on X, then for anysequence of iterates generated by Algorithm 3.2.1 there must exist at least oneaccumulation point belonging to the level set fx 2 X j '(x) � 0g (otherwise



69we get a contradiction). Finally, using the dependence of '(�) on r(�) and "(�),we establish a certain relationship between the level sets of '(�) and the "(�)-stationary sets (3.1.6) of problem (3.1.1).We are now ready to state and prove our main result.Theorem 3.2.1 Suppose f 2 C1L(X) and f(�) is bounded from below on X.Let conditions (3.2.1)-(3.2.3) be satis�ed. Then there exist positive constants d1and d2 such that :For every bounded sequence fxig generated by Algorithm 3.2.1, there existsan accumulation point �x of fxig such that�x 2 Xs (d1"(�)) :For every subsequence fximg of fxig satisfyinglim supm!1 f(xim) � lim infi!1 f(xi) + t for some t � 0;it follows that �ltm!1fximg � Xs �d1"(�) + d2t 12� :In particular, if the sequence ff(xi)g converges, then�lti!1fxig � Xs (d1"(�)) :Proof. Let x := xi. Then for every i = 0; 1; 2; : : : , by Lemma 3.2.1,f(x)� f(T (x)) � �hrf(x); T (x)� xi � L2 kT (x)� xk2: (3.2.4)



70By Lemma 3.2.2 (taking y = x � �irf(x) + e(x) + �(x) and z = x 2 X), wehave hx � �irf(x) + e(x) + �(x)� T (x); x� T (x)i � 0:Hence�hrf(x); T (x)� xi � 1�i �kx� T (x)k2 + he(x) + �(x); x� T (x)i� :Using (3.2.2), we have�hrf(x); T (x)� xi � 1�i �(1� c2)kx� T (x)k2 + h�(x); x� T (x)i� :Combining the latter inequality with (3.2.4), we further obtainf(x)� f(T (x)) �  1� c2�i � L2 ! kT (x)� xk2 + 1�i h�(x); x� T (x)i�  1� c2�i � L2 ! kT (x)� xk2 � 1�ik�(x)kkx� T (x)k� 1�i (1� c2 � L�i2 )kT (x)� xk2 � 1�i "(x)kT (x)� xk� L2c34(1 � c2)� 2Lc3kT (x)� xk2� 1c3"(x)kT (x)� xk; (3.2.5)where the second relation follows from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, the thirdinequality follows from the de�nition of "(�), and the last inequality follows from(3.2.3) for i su�ciently large, say i � i1.By Lemmas 3.2.3 and 3.2.2, the triangle inequality, and (3.2.1), it follows



71that minf1; �igkr(x)k � kx� [x� �irf(x)]+k� kx� T (x)k+ kT (x)� [x� �irf(x)]+k� kx� T (x)k+ ke(x) + �(x)k� (1 + c1)kx� T (x)k+ "(x):For i � i1, using (3.2.3), we obtainkx� T (x)k � 11 + c1 (c3kr(x)k � "(x)) : (3.2.6)Similarly,kx� T (x)k = kx� [x� �irf(x)]+ + [x� �irf(x)]+ � T (x)k� maxf1; �igkr(x)k+ ke(x) + �(x)k� kr(x)k+ c1kx� T (x)k+ "(x):Hence kx� T (x)k � 11 � c1 (kr(x)k+ "(x)) : (3.2.7)For i � i1, combining (3.2.5)-(3.2.7) yieldsf(x)� f(T (x)) � L2c32(1 + c1)2(2(1� c2)� Lc3) (c3kr(x)k � "(x))2� 1c3(1� c1)"(x) (kr(x)k+ "(x))= b1kr(x)k2 � b2"(x)kr(x)k � b3"(x)2;



72where b1 := L2c332(1 + c1)2(2(1 � c2)� Lc3) ;b2 := L2c23(1 + c1)2(2(1� c2)� Lc3) + 1c3(1 � c1) ;b3 := 1c3(1� c1) � L2c32(1 + c1)2(2(1 � c2)� Lc3) :By (3.2.1)-(3.2.3), it is easy to see that b1 > 0 and b2 > 0. We next check thatb3 > 0. By (3.2.3), 1c3 � L2(1 � c2)� Lc3 :Hence L2c32(1 + c1)2(2(1� c2)� Lc3) � L2 < 1� c2c3 < 1c3(1 � c1) ;where the second inequality follows from (3.2.3). Hence b3 > 0.We next de�ne the following auxiliary function ' : X ! < which is crucialfor our analysis '(x) := b1kr(x)k2 � b2"(x)kr(x)k � b3"(x)2:With this de�nition, we havef(x)� f(T (x)) � '(x): (3.2.8)It is easy to see that since kr(�)k is continuous, b2 > 0, b3 > 0, and "(�) isnonnegative and upper semicontinuous, then '(�) is lower semicontinuous. Weshall consider the level sets of '(�) de�ned asL('; t) := fx 2 X j '(x) � tg; t � 0: (3.2.9)



73Note that the set L('; t) is closed for any t 2 < (Theorem 7.1, [54]). Denotingu = kr(x)k, " = "(x), and resolving the quadratic inequality in ub1u2 � b2"u� b3"2 � t � 0;we conclude that u � b2"2b1 + 12b1q(b22 + 4b1b3)"2 + 4b1t:HenceL('; t) = fx 2 X j kr(x)k � b2"(�)2b1 + 12b1q(b22 + 4b1b3)"(�)2 + 4b1tg:In particular,L('; 0) = fx 2 X j kr(x)k � b2 +qb22 + 4b1b32b1 "(�)g:De�ning d1 := b2 +qb22 + 4b1b32b1 ;and d2 := b� 121 ;and taking into account the de�nition of Xs("(�)), we further conclude thatL('; t) � Xs �d1"(�) + d2t 12 � ; (3.2.10)and L('; 0) = Xs (d1"(�)) : (3.2.11)



74We next prove that there exists an accumulation point �x of fxig such that�x 2 L('; 0). Suppose the opposite holds. By (3.2.8), we havef(xi)� f(xi+1) � '(xi); 8i � i1:Since by our assumption, �lti!1fxig \ L('; 0) = ;, it follows from (3.2.9) andlower semicontinuity of '(�) that for some i2 su�ciently large, and some c > 0,'(xi) � c > 0 8i � i2:Denoting k := maxfi1; i2g, for any i > k, we havef(xk)� f(xi) = i�1Xj=k(f(xj)� f(xj+1)) � i�1Xj=k c = (i� k)c:Letting i!1, we get that ff(xi)g ! �1 which contradicts the fact that f(�)is bounded from below on X. Hence the assumption is invalid, and �lti!1fxig\L('; 0) 6= ;. Now the �rst assertion of the theorem follows from (3.2.11).Consider now a subsequence fximg of fxig, and a t � 0 such thatlim supm!1 f(xim) � lim infi!1 f(xi) + t:We shall establish that �ltm!1fximg � L('; t):Suppose this is not true. Then (passing onto a subsequence, if necessary)fximkg ! y 62 L('; t). Therefore, by (3.2.9), for some c > 0,'(y) � t+ 2c:



75By lower semicontinuity of '(�), there exists k1 su�ciently large such that'(ximk ) � t+ c 8k � k1:Let k2 := minfk j imk � i1g. By (3.2.8),f(ximk )� f(ximk+1) � t+ c; 8k � maxfk1; k2g: (3.2.12)Also, since fximkg ! y,f(y) = limk!1 f(ximk ) � lim supm!1 f(xim) � lim infi!1 f(xi) + t: (3.2.13)Combining the last relation with (3.2.12), we havelim infi!1 f(xi) � lim supk!1 f(ximk+1)� lim supk!1 f(ximk )� t� c= limk!1 f(ximk )� t� c= f(y)� t� c< f(y)� t;which contradicts (3.2.13). Hence �ltm!1fximg � L('; t), and the second asser-tion of the theorem follows from (3.2.10).For the last assertion note that if the sequence ff(xi)g converges, then forevery subsequence fximg of fxig it follows thatlim supm!1 f(xim) = lim infi!1 f(xi):



76Hence �lti!1fxig � L('; 0);and the last assertion of the theorem follows from (3.2.11).The proof is complete.Remark 3.2.1 If lim supi "(xi) � �, and the error bound (3.1.7) holds with� � �, then it follows that there exist an accumulation point �x of the sequencefxig and a stationary point x̂ 2 Xs such thatk�x� x̂k � ��;where � is as speci�ed in (3.1.7).3.3 ApplicationsIn this Section, we briey discuss applications of our analysis to a number ofwell known algorithms.3.3.1 Gradient Projection AlgorithmWe �rst consider the gradient projection algorithm [15, 27]. In the presence ofperturbations, it takes the following formxi+1 = [xi � �irf(xi) + �(xi)]+:Obviously, this method is a special case of Algorithm 3.2.1 corresponding toe(x) = 0 8x 2 X:



77Consequently, we can take c1 = 0, and c2 = 0 in (3.2.1)-(3.2.3). Provided thestepsize satis�es the standard conditions0 < c3 � �i � 2L � c3;it can be veri�ed that d1 = O(L2);where d1 is the constant involved in Theorem 3.2.1.3.3.2 Proximal Minimization AlgorithmGiven a current iterate xi, the proximal minimization algorithm [44, 55] gener-ates the next iterate xi+1 according toxi+1 = arg minx2X  i(x) := f(x) + 12�i kx� xik2:This method also falls within the presented framework as can be seen fromthe following. If the subproblems above are solved exactly, then the gradientprojection optimality condition is satis�edxi+1 = [xi+1 � cr i(xi+1)]+ 8c > 0:



78Suppose only approximate solutions to the subproblems are available. Then wehave xi+1 = [xi+1 � �ir i(xi+1) + �(xi)]+= [xi+1 � �i  rf(xi+1) + 1�i (xi+1 � xi)!+ �(xi)]+= [xi � �irf(xi+1) + �(xi)]+= [xi � �irf(xi) + e(xi) + �(xi)]+;where e(xi) = �i �rf(xi)�rf(xi+1)� :Since, by the Lipschitz continuity of the gradient,ke(xi)k � �iLkxi � xi+1k;it is easy to see that (3.2.1)-(3.2.3) are satis�ed provided lim supi �i < 1=L. Iff(�) is convex thenhe(xi); xi � xi+1i = �ihrf(xi)�rf(xi+1); xi � xi+1i � 0;and we can further take c2 = 0. It can be checked thatd1 = O(L2);where d1 is the constant involved in Theorem 3.2.1.



793.3.3 Extragradient MethodConsider now the extragradient method [25, 43] which updates a current iterateaccording to the double-projection formulaxi+1 = [xi � �irf �[xi � �irf(xi)]+�]+:This iteration can be re-written asxi+1 = [xi � �irf(xi) + e(xi)]+;where e(xi) = �i �rf(xi)�rf([xi � �irf(xi)]+)� :In the presence of perturbations, we havexi+1 = [xi � �irf(xi) + e(xi) + �(xi)]+;where �(xi) is the aggregate perturbation at the i-th iteration. Let yi = [xi ��irf(xi)]+. By the Lipschitz continuity of the gradient, we haveke(xi)k = �ikrf(yi)�rf(xi)k� �iLkyi � xik:Furthermore,kxi+1 � xik � kxi � yik � kyi � xi+1k= kxi � yik � k[xi � �irf(xi)]+ � [xi � �irf(yi)]+k� kxi � yik � �ikrf(xi)�rf(yi)k� (1� �iL)kxi � yik;



80where the second inequality follows from Lemma 3.2.2 and the last inequalityfrom the Lipschitz continuity of the gradient. Combining the last two relations,we obtain ke(xi)k � �iL1� �iLkxi+1 � xik:It can be veri�ed that conditions (3.2.1)-(3.2.3) are satis�ed provided�i < 12L:3.4 Concluding RemarksA uni�ed approach to the analysis of perturbed feasible descent methods hasbeen presented. It was established that a certain "-approximate solution canbe obtained where " depends on the level of perturbations linearly. It is shownthat the perturbed gradient projection, proximal minimization and extragra-dient methods fall within the presented framework. Applications of the ideaspresented here to other classes of optimization algorithms (for example, [61, 40])is an interesting subject of future research.
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Chapter 4Partially Asynchronous InexactParallel Variable DistributionAlgorithmsWe consider the recently proposed parallel variable distribution (PVD) algo-rithm [12] for solving optimization problems in which the variables are dis-tributed among p processors. Each processor has the primary responsibilityfor updating its block of variables while allowing the remaining \secondary"variables to change in a restricted fashion along some easily computable direc-tions. We propose a useful partially asynchronous approach and a generalizationthat consists of inexact subproblem solution in the PVD algorithm [64]. Thesemodi�cations are the key features of the algorithm that has not been analyzedbefore. The proposed modi�ed algorithms are more practical and make it easier



82to achieve good load balancing among the parallel processors. We present ageneral framework for the analysis of this class of algorithms and derive somenew and improved linear convergence results for problems with weak sharp min-ima of order 2 and strongly convex problems. We also show that nonmonotonesynchronization schemes are admissible, which further improves exibility ofPVD approach.4.1 IntroductionWe consider the general unconstrained optimization problemminx2<n f(x); (4.1.1)where f(�) 2 C1L(<n). We �rst state the original PVD algorithm [12]. Letx 2 <n be partitioned into p blocks x1; : : : ; xp, such that xl 2 <nl, Ppl=1 nl =n. These blocks of variables are then distributed among p parallel processors.Each processor has the primary responsibility for updating its block of variablesby solving a subproblem (see Algorithm 4.1.1 below) in which the remaining\secondary" variables are allowed to change in a restricted fashion along someeasily computable directions. The distinctive novel feature of this algorithm isthe presence of the \forget-me-not" term xi�l +Di�l��l in the parallel subproblems(4.1.2). The presence of this term allows for a change in \secondary" variables.This makes PVD fundamentally di�erent from the block Jacobi [3], coordinatedescent [66] and parallel gradient distribution algorithms [33]. The directions



83Di�l are typically easily computable steepest descent or quasi-Newton directionsin the space of the corresponding variables. The \forget-me-not" approachimproves robustness and accelerates convergence of the algorithm and is the keyto its success. The parallelization phase is followed by a simple synchronizationstep which picks up a point with the objective function value at least as goodas the smallest among all the new points computed by the parallel processors.Algorithm 4.1.1 (PVD) Start with any x0 2 <n. Having xi, stop ifrf(xi) = 0. Otherwise, compute xi+1 as follows :(�) Parallelization : For each processor l 2 f1; : : : ; pg compute(yil ; �i�l) 2 arg minxl;��l  il(xl; ��l) := f(xl; xi�l +Di�l��l): (4.1.2)(�) Synchronization : Compute xi+1 such thatf(xi+1) � minl2f1::: ;pg il(yil ; �i�l): (4.1.3)We will sometimes refer to xi as the base point at the (i + 1)-st iteration. Inthe above algorithm �l denotes the complement of l in the set f1; : : : ; pg and��l 2 <p�1. The matrix Di�l is an n�l � (p � 1) block diagonal matrix formedby placing the blocks di1; : : : ; dip�1 (dit 2 <nt, t = 1; : : : ; p � 1) of an arbitrary



84direction di 2 <n along its block diagonal as follows :Di�l := 0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
di1 di2 . . . dil�1 dil+1 . . . dip

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCAIn [12], the proposed synchronization step consists of minimizing the objec-tive function in the a�ne hull of all the points computed in parallel by the pprocessors.In [12] it was shown that every accumulation point of the PVD iterates isa stationary point of f(�) if an exact global solution to subproblems (4.1.2) iscomputed at every iteration. It was also established that, in the strongly convexcase, the iterates converge to the problem solution at a linear rate.We point out that the global solution requirement in the general (nonconvex)case is impractical. In Section 4.3 we show that it is possible to get rid of thisrequirement by imposing a certain su�cient descent condition instead. Section4.3 also covers the partially asynchronous approach and contains some newconvergence results for problems with weak sharp minima of order 2. We notethat the original requirement of exact subproblem solution is also undesirable.In Section 4.2 we describe an algorithm with inexact subproblem solution in the



85convex case and derive a sharper linear convergence result than the one givenin [12]. We emphasize that the partially asynchronous and inexact subproblemsolution approaches provide a exible framework that allows for e�ective loadbalancing among the parallel processors. In Section 4.3 we also exhibit thatsynchronization step can be combined with nonmonotone stabilization schemes,if needed.4.2 PVD with inexact subproblem solutionIn this section we propose a computationally important modi�cation of the PVDalgorithm in which the subproblems (4.1.2) in the Algorithm 4.1.1 are solvedapproximately. It is clear that in practice insisting on exact solution of thosesubproblems is undesirable, and often unrealistic. Even when it is possible tocompute these solutions accurately, it can be wasteful doing so, especially inthe initial stages of the minimization process.Our results show that there is no need to wait until exact solutions to all thesubproblems are found (which can result in considerable idle times for processorsthat have already completed their work). Instead, we can accept the currentapproximations to solutions of the subproblems and proceed to the synchroniza-tion step, provided those approximations are reasonably good. This approachis more robust and allows for exible synchronization schemes thus making iteasier to achieve good load balancing among the parallel processors. In partic-ular, we show that we can solve the subproblems to within "(�)-stationarity (see



86Section 2.1), and yet guarantee the linear convergence rate if f(�) is stronglyconvex. The tolerance for an l-th parallel subproblem depends linearly on thethe norm of the corresponding portion of the gradient at the current base point(see (4.2.2) and (4.2.7)).By making an explicit use of the \forget-me-not" terms in the subproblems,we also improve on the linear convergence result given in [12]. In [12] it isestablished that, for the strongly convex case, the following estimate is validkxi � �xk � c1  1 � c2p ! i2 ;where �x is the (unique) solution of the problem, p is the number of parallelprocessors, and c1; c2 are positive constants. This result is not quite satisfactorybecause the presense of p in the denominator suggests that the convergencespeed goes down as the number of processors used increases. We point out thatthe proof given in [12] fails to make use of the \forget-me-not" terms which arethe key to the algorithm. By re�ning the proof, we obtain a better convergencespeed estimate kxi � �xk � c1 (1 � c3) i2 ;where c3 > 0 does not depend on p. Therefore convergence speed of the algo-rithm does not deteriorate as the number of processors used increases, providedcertain natural conditions are imposed on the \forget-me-not" terms.We consider the following algorithm.Algorithm 4.2.1 Start with any x0 2 <n. Having xi, stop if rf(xi) = 0.Otherwise, compute xi+1 as follows :



87(�) Parallelization : for each processor l 2 f1; : : : ; pg compute (yil; �i�l) as an"i;l-approximate solution (see (4.2.2)) ofminxl;��l  il(xl; ��l) := f(xl; xi�l +Di�l��l):(�) Synchronization : Compute xi+1 such thatf(xi+1) � minl2f1::: ;pg il(yil ; �i�l): (4.2.1)To make the parallelization step precise, we say that the current approximationto the solution of a subproblem is admissible if it belongs to an "(�)-stationaryset of this subproblem (see Section 2.1). The parallelization subproblems aretherefore equivalent to computing a point(yil ; �i�l) 2 X l;is ("i;l) := f(xl; ��l) 2 <nl+p�1 j kr il(xl; ��l)k � "i;lg: (4.2.2)We �rst establish some preliminary results. Let Ail be an n� (nl+p�1) matrixde�ned by Ail = 0BB@Il 00 Di�l1CCA ;where Il is an nl � nl identity matrix. We assume that every block dit of Di�l isnormalized, that is kditk = 1; t = 1; : : : ; p. Then for any y 2 <nl+p�1 we havekAilyk2 = nlXj=1 y2j + nl+p�1Xj=nl+1 y2jkdijk2= nl+p�1Xj=1 y2j= kyk2; (4.2.3)



88where the �rst equality follows from the block diagonal structure of Di�l . HencekAilk = k(Ail)>k = 1.Lemma 4.2.1 If f(�) 2 C1L(<n) then  il(�; �) 2 C1L(<nl+p�1) for any i = 0; 1; : : :and l = 1; : : : ; p.Proof. Note thatr il(xl; ��l) =  rlf(xl; xi�l + ��lDi�l)(Di�l)>r�lf(xl; xi�l + ��lDi�l)!= (Ail)>rf(xl; xi�l +Di�l��l) (4.2.4)For any (xl; ��l); (zl; ��l) 2 <nl+p�1 we havekr il(xl; ��l)�r il(zl; ��l)k = k(Ail)> �rf(xl; xi�l +Di�l��l)�rf(zl; xi�l +Di�l��l)� k� k(Ail)>kkrf(xl; xi�l +Di�l��l)�rf(zl; xi�l +Di�l��l)k� L Ail xl � zl��l � ��l!= Lk(xl; ��l)� (zl; ��l)k;where the second inequality follows from the fact that k(Ail)>k = 1, and f(�) 2C1L(<n); the last equality follows from (4.2.3). We thus established that il(�; �) 2 C1L(<nl+p�1), for all l = 1; : : : ; p; i = 0; 1; : : : .Lemma 4.2.2 If f(�) is strongly convex with modulus � > 0 then  il(�; �) isstrongly convex with modulus � > 0 for any i = 0; 1; : : : and l = 1; : : : ; p.



89Proof. Making use of (4.2.4), we have(r il(xl; ��l)�r il(zl; ��l))>((xl; ��l)� (zl; ��l))= �(Ail)>(rf(xl; xi�l +Di�l��l)�rf(zl; xi�l +Di�l��l))�>  xl � zl��l � ��l!= �rf(xl; xi�l +Di�l��l)�rf(zl; xi�l +Di�l��l)�>Ail xl � zl��l � ��l!= �rf(xl; xi�l +Di�l��l)�rf(zl; xi�l +Di�l��l)�>  xl � zlDi�l(��l � ��l)!� �  xl � zlDi�l(��l � ��l)!2= � Ail xl � zl��l � ��l!2= �k(xl; ��l)� (zl; ��l)k2;where the inequality follows from strong convexity of f(�), and the last equalityfollows from (4.2.3). Hence  il(�; �) is strongly convex with modulus �.For simplicity of presentation, from now on we assume thatdit = rtf(xi)krtf(xi)k ; t = 1; : : : ; p:



90For this choice of directions, we have(Ail)>rf(xi) = 0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
rlf(xi)hdi1;r1f(xi)i...hdil�1;rl�1f(xi)ihdil+1;rl+1f(xi)i...hdip;rpf(xi)i

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA = 0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
rlf(xi)kr1f(xi)k...krl�1f(xi)kkrl+1f(xi)k...krpf(xi)k

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA :Hence, by (4.2.4), kr il(xil; 0)k = k(Ail)>rf(xi)k= krf(xi)k: (4.2.5)The latter property enables us to explicitly relate solutions of the parallel sub-problems (4.1.2) to the progress being made towards solving the original problem(4.1.1). This is the key to our generalizations as well as improved convergenceresults.We note that instead of the scaled gradient directions we could take anyother directions satisfying the natural conditionsjhdit;rtf(xi)ij � �t(krtf(xi)k); t = 1; : : : ; p;where �t(�) are forcing functions (see De�nition 1.2.1). Depending on the par-ticular forcing functions, some arguments in the subsequent analysis may needto be changed.



91We are now ready to prove our main results.Theorem 4.2.1 Suppose f(�) is strongly convex with modulus � > 0 andf(�) 2 C1L(<n). If 1Xi=0 maxl2f1;::: ;pg "2i;l <1; (4.2.6)then every sequence fxig generated by Algorithm 4.2.1 converges to the solution�x of (4.1.1). Moreover, if"i;l � �krlf(xi)k; 0 � � < s �L (4.2.7)then fxig converges to �x R-linearly :kxi � �xk � �2� (f(x0)� f(�x))�12  1� �(� � L�2)L2 ! i2 :Proof. For any iteration i = 0; 1; : : : and any processor l = 1; : : : ; p, by (4.2.2)and Lemma 2.4.2, we have that il(yil; �i�l) � � il + "2i;l2� ; (4.2.8)where � il is the exact optimal value of the corresponding subproblem. De�nean auxiliary point<nl+p�1 3 (zil ; �i�l ) := (xil; 0) � 1Lr il(xil; 0):



92We further obtainf(xi)� f(yil ; xi�l +Di�l�i�l) =  il(xil; 0)�  il(yil; �i�l)�  il(xil; 0)� � il � "2i;l2��  il(xil; 0)�  il(zil ; �i�l )� "2i;l2�� 12Lkr il(xil; 0)k2 � "2i;l2�= 12Lkrf(xi)k2 � "2i;l2� ; (4.2.9)where the �rst inequality follows from (4.2.8), the third inequality from Lemma1.2.1, and the last equality from (4.2.5). By (4.2.1), we havef(xi)� f(xi+1) � f(xi)� f(yil ; xi�l +Di�l�i�l)� 12Lkrf(xi)k2 � 12� maxl2f1;::: ;pg "2i;l: (4.2.10)From (4.2.10) we have f(xi+1) � f(xi) + 12� maxl2f1;:::;pg "2i;l:Note that, by strong convexity of f(�), the sequence ff(xi)g is bounded be-low. Hence, by Lemma 1.2.2 and (4.2.6), it follows that the sequence ff(xi)gconverges. Therefore ff(xi)� f(xi+1)g ! 0. Since, by (4.2.6),limi!1 maxl2f1;::: ;pg "2i;l = 0;we conclude from (4.2.10) that fkrf(xi)kg ! 0. Since �x, the solution of (4.1.1),is the unique stationary point, it follows that fxig converges to �x.



93If (4.2.7) holds, then from (4.2.9) we obtainf(xi)� f(xi+1) � 12Lkrf(xi)k2 � �22�krlf(xi)k2� 12Lkrf(xi)k2 � �22�krf(xi)k2= � � L�22L� krf(xi)k2; (4.2.11)where the second inequality follows from monotonicity of the 2-norm. Note thatby (4.2.7), ��L�22L� > 0. The rest of the proof is standard. By Lemma 1.2.1, itfollows that L2 kxi � �xk2 � f(xi)� f(�x)� hrf(�x); xi � �xi= f(xi)� f(�x) (4.2.12)By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and strong convexity of f(�), it follows thatkrf(xi)kkxi � �xk = krf(xi)�rf(�x)kkxi � �xk� hrf(xi)�rf(�x); xi � �xi� �kxi � �xk2:Hence krf(xi)k � �kxi � �xk:Combining the last inequality with (4.2.11), we obtainf(xi)� f(xi+1) � �(� � L�2)2L kxi � �xk2:This together with (4.2.12) yieldsf(xi)� f(xi+1) � �(� � L�2)L2 (f(xi)� f(�x)):



94Rearranging terms givesf(xi+1)� f(�x) �  1 � �(� � L�2)L2 ! (f(xi)� f(�x)):Hence the sequence ff(xi)g converges Q-linearly. Successive application of thelast inequality yieldsf(xi)� f(�x) �  1� �(� � L�2)L2 !i (f(x0)� f(�x)):By strong convexity of f(�), we have�2kxi � �xk2 � f(xi)� f(�x)� hrf(�x); xi � �xi= f(xi)� f(�x):Hence the sequence fxig converges R-linearly. In particular, we havekxi � �xk � �2� (f(xi)� f(�x))� 12 ;and kxi � �xk � �2� (f(x0)� f(�x))�12  1� �(� � L�2)L2 ! i2 :For the convex case, we have the following result.Theorem 4.2.2 Suppose f(�) is convex and f(�) 2 C1L(<n). Let L(f; x0) :=fx j f(x) � f(x0)g and B = fx j kxk � 1g. Suppose L(f; x0) � x0+rB; r > 0.If "i;l � �krlf(xi)k2; 0 � � < 12Lr ;



95or 1Xi=0 maxl2f1;:::;pg "i;l <1;then every accumulation point of any sequence fxig generated by Algorithm 4.2.1is a solution of (4.1.1).Proof. First note that under our assumptions L(f; x0) is bounded and henceXopt is nonempty. Furthermore, for all id(xi;Xopt) � r:Apllying Lemma 2.4.2, similarly to the proof of Theorem 4.2.1, we obtainf(xi)� f(xi+1) � 12Lkrf(xi)k2 � r"i;l:The rest of the proof can be patterned after that of Theorem 4.2.1.4.3 Partially Asynchronous PVDIn this section, we present a practical version of the PVD algorithm for thegeneral (nonconvex) case. In particular, we show that there is no need to �ndan exact global solution for the subproblems. Any point that satis�es a naturalsu�cient descent condition can be accepted for the next iteration. We note, inthe passing, that the proof given in [12] makes use of exact global solutions inan essential way and breaks down if, for example, only stationary points in the



96subproblems are available. We further point out that partial asynchronizationof the p parallel processors is possible by allowing each of the p processors totake as many steps as desired by individually updating its base point. Synchro-nization can be performed at any time provided every processor has achieved thesu�cient descent condition. Furthermore, we show that synchronization stepneed not be monotone and can be combined with nonmonotone stabilizationschemes similar to [18].We also derive some new convergence results for weakly sharp problemsof order 2 (see De�nition 4.3.1). This class of problems can be viewed as ageneralization of strongly convex problems and a certain unconstrained smoothanalogue of weak sharp minima [5].We begin by imposing a natural su�cient descent condition on an algorithm(Algorithm A below) used to solve the subproblems (4.1.2) generated by thePVD Algorithm 4.1.1.Algorithm A. Given any function '(�) 2 C1L(<m) and any starting point t0 2<m generate a point t� 2 <m such that'(t0) � '(t�) + kr'(t0)k2; (4.3.1)where  > 0 depends on L and does not depend on t0.Note that the above condition is satis�ed by a single iteration of any reasonabledescent algorithm [33] applied to the problem of minimizing '(�) with t0 as astarting point. Hence it is also satis�ed for a minimum or a stationary pointcomputed by some descent algorithm provided it uses t0 as a starting point.



97We now state our partially asynchronous PVD algorithm.Algorithm 4.3.1 Start with any x0 2 <n. Having xi, stop if rf(xi) = 0.Otherwise, compute xi+1 as follows :(�) Parallelization : for each processor l 2 f1; : : : ; pg generate (yil ; �i�l) byapplying Algorithm A one or more times to the problemminxl;��l  il(xl; ��l) := f(xl; xi�l +Di�l��l) (4.3.2)using (xil; 0) as a starting point.(�) Synchronization : Compute xi+1 such thatf(xi+1) � maxl2f1::: ;pg il(yil; �i�l) + �krf(xi)k2; (4.3.3)where � 2 (0; 1).Note that once the su�cient descent condition (4.3.1) with respect to f(xi) = il(xil; 0) is satis�ed, each processor can independently update its base point,generate new directions Di�l and proceed to �nd a point with better objectivefunction value. After these parallel steps are performed by each processor thenan eventual synchronization step is taken. Note that our synchronization stepmay increase rather than decrease the objective function when compared to thevalues obtained by the parallel processors. This provides the algorithm withmore exibility and is known to be useful in nonlinear nonconvex optimization[17, 18].We next introduce a notion of weak sharp minima of order 2 which allowsus to strengthen some of the traditional convergence results.



98De�nition 4.3.1 We say that a set of (local) minima Xs is weakly sharp oforder 2 if there exist positive constants � and � such thatf(x)� f([x]+) � �d(x;Xs)2 8x 2 Xs + �B; (4.3.4)where [�]+ denotes the orthogonal projection map onto Xs, d(�;Xs) denotes the2-norm distance to the set Xs, and B = fx 2 <n j kxk � 1g is the closed unitball in <n.The class of problems with weak sharp minima of order 2 can be thought ofas a certain unconstrained smooth analogue of weak sharp minima (of order1) [38, 51, 5]. Note that it subsumes strongly convex programs. Let f(�) bestrongly convex with modulus 2�. Then its unique optimal point �x is globally(with � = 1) weakly sharp of order 2. This can be easily veri�ed as follows.By strong convexity, for any x 2 <nf(x)� f(�x) � hrf(�x); x� �xi+ 2�2 kx� �xk2= �kx� �xk2= �d(x;Xs)2:Hence the growth property of f(�) (near the solution set) in the De�nition 4.3.1is a generalization of strong convexity. It is clear that there exist functions withweak sharp minima of order 2 which are not strongly convex (or even convex)in any neighborhood of their solution sets. One example isf(x) := (x21 + x22 � 1)2; x 2 <2:



99The stationary set of this function isXs = fx j x21 + x22 = 1g [ f(0; 0)g := X1s [X2swith X1s being the set of minima. It is easy to see that X1s is a set of weak sharpminima of order 2 (with � = 1 and � = 1=2). Indeed, for any x 2 X1s + 12Bd(x;X1s )2 = j1� (x21 + x22)j2= (x21 + x22 � 1)2= f(x)� f(�x) 8�x 2 X1s :Obviously, even locally (in any neighborhood of X1s ) f(�) in this example isneither strongly convex nor convex. However, we are able to strengthen standardconvergence results for problems of this class (see Theorem 4.3.1 below). As anaside, we note that X2s = f(0; 0)g is a set of weak sharp maxima in the sense ofthe same de�nition (with the sign of the left-hand-side of (4.3.4) reversed).Remark 4.3.2 contains further examples of problems with weak sharp minimaof order 2. Some issues related to this growth condition are also discussed in[77].Theorem 4.3.1 Let f(�) 2 C1L(<n). Suppose fxig is any sequence generatedby Algorithm 4.3.1. Then either f(�) is unbounded from below on <n or thesequence ff(xi)g converges, the sequence frf(xi)g converges to zero and forevery accumulation point �x of the sequence fxig it follows that rf(�x) = 0.Suppose the subset Xs of stationary points of f(�) that contains accumula-tion points of fxig is a set of weak sharp minima of order 2. Then the sequence



100ff(xi)g converges Q-linearly, and the sequences frf(xi)g and fd(xi;Xs)g con-verge to zero R-linearly.Proof. By Lemma 4.2.1, for any iteration i = 0; 1; : : : and any processorl = 1; : : : ; p,  il(�; �) 2 C1L(<nl+p�1) (with the same L). By (4.3.1) and (4.2.5),it follows that  il(xil; 0)�  il(yil ; �i�l) � kr il(xil; 0)k2= krf(xi)k2;Since the last inequality holds for all l = 1; : : : ; p, we havef(xi)� maxl2f1;:::;pg il(yil ; �i�l) � krf(xi)k2:Hence, by the synchronization step (4.3.3),f(xi)� �f(xi+1)� �krf(xi)k2� � krf(xi)k2and f(xi)� f(xi+1) � (1� �)krf(xi)k2: (4.3.5)We immediately conclude that ff(xi)g is a monotonically nonincreasing se-quence. If this sequence is bounded from below then it converges. In the lattercase, ff(xi) � f(xi+1)g ! 0 and consequently frf(xi)g ! 0. Hence, by con-tinuity of rf(�), if there exist accumulation points of fxig, all of them arestationary points of f(�).



101Suppose now the sequence fxig has accumulation points. The preceding dis-cussion immediately implies that the set of stationary points of f(�) is nonempty.Denote by Xs its subset that contains accumulation points of fxig. Clearly,fd(xi;Xs)g ! 0. Hence xi 2 Xs + �B for i su�ciently large, say i � i0. Sup-pose Xs is weakly sharp of order 2. Then (4.3.4) is satis�ed for all i � i0.By Lemma 1.2.1,f(xi)� f([xi]+) � hrf(xi); xi � [xi]+i+ L2 kxi � [xi]+k2= hrf(xi); xi � [xi]+i+ L2 d(xi;Xs)2;where [�]+ denotes the orthogonal projection onto Xs. Hence for all i � i0, by(4.3.4), we obtainhrf(xi); xi � [xi]+i � f(xi)� f([xi]+)� L2 d(xi;Xs)2� f(xi)� f([xi]+)� L2�(f(xi)� f([xi]+))=  1� L2�! (f(xi)� f([xi]+)); (4.3.6)By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and (4.3.4), we further obtainkrf(xi)kd(xi;Xs) � hrf(xi); xi � [xi]+i�  1� L2�! (f(xi)� f([xi]+))� � 1 � L2�! d(xi;Xs)2:Hence krf(xi)k � � 1� L2�! d(xi;Xs): (4.3.7)



102By (4.3.7), the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and (4.3.6) we havekrf(xi)k2 � krf(xi)k� 1 � L2�! d(xi;Xs)� � 1� L2�! hrf(xi); xi � [xi]+i� � 1� L2�!2 (f(xi)� f([xi]+)) (4.3.8)Combining (4.3.5) and (4.3.8) givesf(xi)� f(xi+1) � (1� �)krf(xi)k2� �(1� �) 1� L2�!2 (f(xi)� f([xi]+)):Rearranging terms, we obtainf(xi+1)� f([xi]+) � 0@1� �(1� �) 1� L2�!21A (f(xi)� f([xi]+)):We already established that the sequence ff(xi)g converges. Let �f := limi!1 f(xi).Since all accumulation points of the sequence fxig belong to the set Xs, it fol-lows that accumulation points of the sequences fxig and f[xi]+g are the same.Therefore, by continuity of f(�), we obtainlimi!1 f([xi]+) = limi!1 f(xi) = �f :Because Xs is a set of (local) minima and [xi]+ 2 Xs, it must be the case thatf([xi]+) = �f for all i su�ciently large, say i � i1. Therefore, for i � maxfi0; i1g,we obtain f(xi+1)� �f � 0@1� �(1� �) 1� L2�!21A (f(xi)� �f):



103Hence the sequence ff(xi)g converges Q-linearly. By (4.3.5), the sequencefrf(xi)g convergesR-linearly to zero. Also, by (4.3.4), the sequence fd(xi;Xs)gconverges R-linearly to zero.Remark 4.3.1 At this time, it is an open question whether the sequence fxigitself converges linearly under the assumptions of Theorem 4.3.1. Note that ifwe had a serial gradient descent method wherexi+1 � xi = ��irf(xi)with the sequence of stepsizes f�ig uniformly bounded away from zero, then thelinear convergence rate of fxi+1�xig (and hence also of fxig) would immediatelyfollow from the linear convergence of frf(xi)g. The di�culty with the PVDAlgorithm is that we cannot explicitly relate frf(xi)g to fxi+1 � xig.Careful re-examination of the proof of Theorem 4.3.1 shows that at the(i+1)-st iteration every parallel processor decreases the objective function f(�)of the original problem by a factor of krf(xi)k2 (this at least is true under ourassumptions on the directions dit; t = 1; : : : ; p). Hence if the processors wereto proceed with updating their base points completely independently withoutusing any information from the other processors, we could still guarantee thesame convergence results for each of the p sequences of iterates generated. Ofcourse, this approach essentially yields p serial processes and therefore is a the-oretical extreme. This observation is however of signi�cance because it impliesthat we are allowed a lot of exibility in devising partially asynchronous PVD



104algorithms. Also, as is evidenced by (4.3.3) and Theorem 4.3.1, we are not re-stricted to the \monotone" synchronization step proposed in the original PVDapproach. It is known that always insisting on monotone decrease in the objec-tive function at every iteration is not necessarily the best strategy [17]. We notethat synchronization in PVD algorithms can be combined with nonmonotonestabilization schemes [18], provided the requirements of (4.3.3) are satis�ed.Remark 4.3.2 A practically important example of weak sharp minima of order2 is provided by the implicit Lagrangian reformulation [40] of the nonlinearcomplementarity problem.Consider the following nonlinear complementarity problem [8, 7] (NCP) of�nding an x 2 <n such thatF (x) � 0; x � 0; hx; F (x)i = 0;where F : <n ! <n is a continuously di�erentiable mapping. In [40] it was es-tablished that the NCP can be solved via (smooth) unconstrained minimizationof the following implicit Lagrangian function :M(x; �) := 2�hx; F (x)i+k[x��F (x)]+k2�kxk2+k[F (x)��x]+k2�kF (x)k2;where � > 1 and [�]+ denotes the orthogonal projection onto the nonnegativeorthant <n+. In particular, the implicit Lagrangian is nonnegative everywherein <n and assumes the value of zero precisely at the solutions of the NCP.



105In [29] it was established that2(� � 1)kr(x)k2 �M(x; �) � 2�(� � 1)kr(x)k2; 8x 2 <n;where r(x) := x� [x�F (x)]+. Therefore the set of solutions Xs of the NCP isa set of weak sharp minima of order 2 for the implicit Lagrangian whenever theprojection-type error bound holds :d(x;Xs) � �kr(x)k 8x with kr(x)k � �;where � and � are positive constants (independent of x). This error boundis known to hold when F (�) is a�ne (see [30, 53]) or F (�) has certain strongmonotonicity structure (see [67, Theorem 2]). Moreover, under additional as-sumptions on F (�), this condition holds globally with � =1 (see [28, 29, 39, 48]).Therefore our analysis shows that certain unconstrained optimization tech-niques applied to minimizing the implicit Lagrangian attain linear rate of con-vergence. This is a nice and nontrivial result given that the implicit Lagrangianis not known to be strongly convex in any neighborhood of its zero minima.4.4 Concluding RemarksPartially asynchronous parallel variable distribution algorithms and algorithmswith inexact subproblem solution were proposed and analyzed. The modi�edalgorithms present a exible framework and make it easier to achieve good loadbalancing among the parallel processors. New and improved linear convergence



106results were derived for strongly convex problems and problems with weak sharpminima of order 2.
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